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   MIYAX PUSHED BACK THE HOOD AFTER HER SEALSKIN parka 

and looked at the Arctic sun. It was a yellow disc in a lime-green sky, the 

colors of six O'clock in the evening and the time when the wolves awoke. 

Quietly she put down her cooking pot and crept to the top of a dome shaped 

frost heave, one of the many earth buckles that rise and fall in the crackling 

cold of the Arctic winter. Lying on her stomach, she looked across a vast 

lawn of grass and moss and focused her attention on the wolves she had 

come upon two sleeps ago. They were wagging their tails as they awoke and 

saw each other.   

 

   Her hands trembled and her heartbeat quickened, for she was frightened, 

not so much of the wolves, who were shy and many harpoon-shots away, but 

became of bet desperate predicament. Miyax was lost. She had been lost 

without food for many sleeps on the North Slope of Alaska. The barren 

slope stretches for three hundred miles from the Brooks Range to the Arctic 

Ocean, and for more than eight hundred miles from the Chukchi to the-

Beaufort Sea. No roads cross it; ponds and laces freckle its immensity. 

Winds scream across it, and the view in every direction is exactly the same. 

Somewhere in this cosmos was Miyax; and the very life in her body, its 

spark and warmth, depended upon these wolves for survival. And she was 

not so sure they would help.   

 

   Miyax stared hard at the regal black wolf, hoping to catch his eye. She 

must somehow tell him that dm was starving and ask him for food. This 

could be done she knew, for her father, an Eskimo hunter, had done so. One 

year he had camped near a wolf den while on a hunt. When a month had 

passed and her father had seen no game, he told the leader of the wolves that 

he was hungry and needed food. The next night the wolf called him from far 

away and her father went to him and found a freshly killed caribou. 

Unfortunately, Miyax's father never explained to her how he had told the 



wolf of his needs. And not long afterward he paddled his kayak into the 

Bering Sea to hunt for seal, and he never returned.   

 

   She had been watching the wolves for two days trying to discern which of 

their sounds and movements expressed goodwill and friendship. Most 

animals had such signals. The little Arctic ground squirrels flicked their tails 

sideways to notify others of their kind that they were friendly. By imitating 

this signal with her forefinger, Miyax had lured many a squirrel to her hand. 

If she could discover such a gesture for the wolves she would be able to 

make friends with them and share their food, like a bird or a fox.   

 

   Propped on her elbows with her chin in her fists, she stared at the black 

wolf, trying to catch his eye. She had chosen him because he was much 

larger than the others, and because he walked like her father, Kapugen, with 

his head high and his chest out. The black wolf also possessed wisdom, she 

had observed. The pack looked to him when the wind carried strange scents 

or the birds cried nervously. If he was alarmed, they were alarmed. If he was 

calm, they were calm.   

 

   Long minutes passed, and the black wolf did not look at her. He had 

ignored her since she first came upon them, two sleeps ago. True, she moved 

slowly and quietly, so as wt to alarm him; yet she did wish he would see the 

kindness in her eyes. Many animals could tell the difference between hostile 

hunters and friendly people by merely looking at them. But the big black 

wolf would not even glance her way.    

 

   A bird stretched in the grass. The wolf looked at it. A flower twisted in the 

wind, He glanced at that. Then the breeze rippled the wolverine ruff on 

Miyax's parka and it glistened in the light. He did not look at that. She 

waited. Patience with the ways of nature had been instilled in her by her 

father. And so she knew better than to move or shout. Yet she must get food 

or die. Her hands shook slightly and she swallowed hard to keep calm.   

 

   Miyax was a classic Eskimo beauty, small of bone and delicately wired 

with strong muscles. Her face was pearl-round and her nose was flat. Her 

black eyes, which slanted gracefully, were moist and sparkling. Like the 

beautifully formed polar bean and foxes of the north, she was slightly short-

limbed. The frigid environment of the Arctic has sculptured life into 

compact shapes. Unlike the long-limbed, long- bodied animals of the south 



that are cooled by dispensing heat on extended surfaces, all live things in the 

Arctic tend toward compactness, to conserve heat.   

 

   The length of her limbs and the beauty of her face were of no use to Miyax 

as she lay on the lichen- speckled frost heave in the midst of the bleak 

tundra. Her stomach ached and the royal black wolf was carefully ignoring 

her.   

 

   "Amaroq, ilaya, wolf, my friend," she finally called. "Look at me. Look at 

me."   

 

   She spoke half in Eskimo and half in English, as if the instincts of her 

father and the science of the gussaks, the white-faced, might evoke some 

magical combination that would help her get her message through to the 

wolf.   

 

   Amaroq glanced at his paw and slowly turned his head her way without 

lifting his eyes; He licked his shoulder. A few matted hairs sprang apart and 

twinkled individually. Then his eyes sped to each of the three adult wolves 

that made up his pack and finally to the five pups who were sleeping in a 

fuzzy mass near the den entrance. The great wolf's eyes softened at the sight 

of the little wolves, then quickly hardened into brittle yellow jewels as he 

scanned the flat tundra.   

 

   Not a tree grew anywhere to break the monotony of the gold-green plain, 

for the soils of the tundra are permanently frozen. Only moss, grass, lichens, 

and a few hardy flowers take root in the thin upper layer that thaws briefly in 

summer. Nor do many species of animals live in this rigorous land, but those 

creatures that do dwell here exist in bountiful numbers. Amaroq watched a 

large cloud of Lapland longspurs wheel up into the sky, then alight in the 

grasses. Swarms of crane dies, one of the few insects that can survive the 

cold, darkened the tips of the mosses. Birds wheeled, turned, and called. 

Thousands sprang up from the ground like leaves in a wind.   

 

   The wolf's ears cupped forward and tuned in on some distant message 

from the tundra. Miyax tensed and listened, too. Did he hear some brewing 

storm, some approaching enemy? Apparently not. His ears relaxed and he 

rolled to his side. She sighed, glanced at the vaulting sky, and was painfully 

aware of her predicament.   

 



   Here she was, watching wolves-she, Miyax, daughter of Kapugen, adopted 

child of Martha, citizen of the United States, pupil at the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs School in Barrow, Alaska, and thirteen- years old wife of the boy 

Daniel. She shivered at the thought of Daniel, for it was he who had driven 

her to this fate. She had run away from him exactly seven sleeps ago, and 

because of this she had one more title by gussak standards-the child 

divorcee.   

 

   The wolf rolled to his belly.   

 

   "Amaroq," she whispered. "I am lost and the sun will not set for a month. 

There is no North Star to guide me."   

 

   Amaroq did not stir.   

 

   "And there are no berry bushes here to bend under the polar wind and 

point to the south. Nor are there any birds I can follow." She looked up. 

"Here the birds are buntings and longspurs. They do not fly to the sea twice 

a day like the puffins and sandpipers that my father followed."   

 

   The wolf groomed his chest with his tongue.   

 

   "I never dreamed I could get lost, Amaroq," she went on, talking out loud 

to ease her fear. "At home on Nunivak Island where I was born, the plants 

and birds pointed the way for wanderers. I thought they did so everywhere ... 

and so, great black Amaroq, I'm without a compass."   

 

   It had been a frightening moment when two days ago she realized that the 

tundra was an ocean of grass on which she was circling around and around. 

Now as that fear overcame her again she closed her yes. When she opened 

them her heart skipped excitedly. Amaroq was looking at her!   

 

   "Ee-lie," she called and scrambled to her feet. The wolf arched his neck 

and narrowed his eyes. He pressed his ears forward. She waved. He drew 

back his lips and showed his teeth. Frightened by what seemed a snarl, she 

lay down again. When she was Bat on her stomach, Amaroq flattened his 

ears and wagged his tail once. Then he tossed his head and looked away.   

 

   Discouraged, she wriggled backward down the frost heave and arrived at 

her camp feet first. The heave was between herself and the wolf pack and so 



she relaxed, stood up, and took stock of her home. It was a simple affair, for 

she had not been able to carry much when she ran away; she took just those 

things she would need for the journey-a backpack, food for a week or so, 

needles to mend clothes, matches, her sleeping skin, and ground cloth to go 

under it, two knives, and a pot. She had intended to walk to Point Hope. 

There she would meet the North Star, the ship that brings supplies from the 

States to the towns on the Arctic Ocean in August when the ice pack breaks 

up. The ship could always use dishwashers or laundresses, she had heard, 

and so she would work her way to San Francisco where Amy, her pen pal, 

lived. At the end of every letter Amy always wrote: "When are you coming 

to San Francisco?" Seven days ago she bad been on her way-on her way to 

the glittering, white, postcard city that sat on a hill among trees, those 

enormous plants she had never seen. She had been on her way to see the 

television and carpeting in Amy's school, the glass building, traffic lights, 

and notes full of fruits; on her way to the harbor that never froze and the 

Golden Gate Bridge. But primarily she was on her way to be rid of Daniel, 

her terrifying husband.   

 

   She kicked the sod at the thought of her marriage; then shaking her head to 

forget, she surveyed her camp. It was nice. Upon discovering the wolves, 

she had settled down to live near them in the hope of sharing their food, until 

the sun set and the stab came out to guide her. She had built a house of sod, 

like the summer homes of the old Eskimos. Each brick had been cut with her 

ulo, the half-moon shaped woman's knife, m versatile it can trim a baby's 

hair, slice a tough bear, or chip an iceberg. Her house was not well built for 

she had never made one before, but it was cozy inside. She had wind 

proofed it by sealing the sod bricks with mud from the pond at her door, and 

she had made it beautiful by spreading her caribou ground cloth on the floor. 

On this she had placed her sleeping skin, a moose hide beg lined with soft 

white rabbit skins. Next to her bed she had built a low table of sod on which 

to put her clothes when she slept. To decorate the house she had made three 

flowers of bird feathers and stuck them in the top of the table. Then she had 

built a fireplace outdoors and placed her pot beside it. The pot was empty, 

for she had not found even a lemming to eat.   

 

   Last winter, when she had walked to school in Barrow, these mice-like 

rodents were so numerous they ran out from under her feet wherever she 

stepped. There were thousands and thousands of them until December, when 

they suddenly vanished. Her teacher said that the lemmings had a chemical 

similar to antifreeze in their blood that kept them active all winter when 



other little mammals were hibernating.  "They eat grass and multiply all 

winter," Mrs. Franklin had said in her singsong voice. When there are too 

many, they grow nervous at the sight of each other. Somehow this shoots too 

much antifreeze into their blood streams and it begins to poison them. They 

become restless, then crazy. They run in a frenzy until they die."   

 

   Of this phenomenon Miyax father had simply said, 'The ham of the 

lemming is over for four years."   

 

   Unfortunately for Miyax, the hour of the animals that prey on the 

lemmings was also over. The white fax, the snowy owl, the weasel, the 

jaeger, and the siskin had virtually disappeared. They had no food to eat and 

bore few or no young. Those that lived preyed on each other. With the 

passing of the lemmings, however, the grasses had grown high again and the 

hour of the caribou was upon the land. Healthy fat caribou cows gave birth 

to many calves. The caribou population increased, and this in turn increased 

the number of wolves who prey on the caribou. The abundance of the big 

deer of the north did Miyax no good, for she had not brought a gun an her 

trip. It had never occurred to her that she would not reach Point Hope before 

her food ran out.   

 

   A dull pain seized her stomach. She pulled blades of grass from their 

sheaths and ate the sweet cads. They were not very satisfying, so she picked 

a handful of caribou mass, lichen. If the deer could survive in winter on this 

food, why not she? She munched, decided the plant might taste better if 

cooked, and went to the pond for water.   

 

   As she dipped her pot in, she thought about Amaroq. Why had he bared his 

teeth at her? Because she was young and he knew she couldn't hurt him? No, 

she said a herself, it was because he was speaking-to her? He had told her to 

lie down. She had even understood and obeyed him. He had talked to her not 

with his voice, but with his ears, eyes, and lips; and he had even commended 

her with a wag of his, tail.   

 

   She dropped her pot, scrambled up the frost heave and stretched out on her 

stomach.   

 

   "Amaroq," she called softly, "I understand what you said. Can you 

understand me? I'm hungry- very, very hungry. Please bring me some meat.   

 



   The great wolf did not look her way and she began a doubt her reasoning. 

After all, flattened ears and a tail-wag were scarcely a conversation. She 

dropped ha forehead against the lichens and rethought what had gone 

between them.   

 

   'Then why did I lie down?" she asked, lifting her head and looking at 

Amaroq. 'Why did I?" she called to the yawning wolves. Not one turned her 

way.   

 

   Amaroq got to his feet, and as he slowly arose he seemed to fill the sky 

and blot out the sun. He was enormous. He could swallow her without even 

chewing.   

 

   "But he won't," she reminded herself. "Wolves do not eat people. That's 

gussak talk. Kapugen said wolves are gentle brothers."   

 

   The black puppy was looking at her and wagging his tail. Hopefully, 

Miyax held out a pleading hand to him. His tail wagged harder. The mother 

rushed to him and stood above him sternly. When he licked her cheek 

apologetically, she pulled back her lips from her fine white teeth. They 

flashed as she smiled and forgave her cub.   

 

   "But don't let it happen again," said Miyax sarcastically, mimicking her 

own elders. The mother walked toward Amaroq.   

 

   "I should call you Martha after my stepmother," Miyax whispered. "But 

you're much too beautiful. I shall call you Silver instead."   

 

   Silver moved in a halo of light, for the sun sparkled on the guard hairs that 

grew out over the dense under fur and she seemed to glow.    

 

   The reprimanded pup snapped at a crane fly and shook himself. Bits of 

lichen and grass spun off his fur. He reeled unsteadily, took a wider stance, 

and looked down at his sleeping sister. With a yap he jumped on her and 

rolled her to her feet. She whined. He barked and picked up a bone. When he 

was sure she was watching, he ran down the slope with it. The sister tagged 

after him. He stopped and she grabbed the bone, too. She pulled; he pulled; 

then he pulled and she yanked.   

 



   Miyax could not help laughing. The puppies played with bones like 

Eskimo children played with leather ropes.   

 

   "I understand that," she said to the pups. "That's tug-o-war. Now how do 

you say, "I'm hungry?"   

 

   Amaroq was pacing restlessly along the crest of the frost heave as if 

something were about to happen. His eyes shot to Silver, then to the gray 

wolf Miyax had named Nails. These glances seemed to be a summons, for 

Silver and Nails glided to him, spanked the ground with their forepaws and 

bit him gently under the chin. He wagged his tail furiously and took Silver's 

slender nose in his mouth. She crouched before him, licked his cheek and 

lovingly hit his lower jaw. Amaroq's tail flashed high as her mouthing 

charged him with vitality. He nosed her affectionately. Unlike the fox who 

met his mete only in the breeding season, Amaroq lived with his mate ah 

year.   

 

   Next, Nails took Amaroq's jaw in his mouth and the leader bit the top of 

his nose. A third adult, a small male, came slinking up. He got down on his 

belly before Amaroq, rolled trembling to his back, and wriggled.   

 

   "Hello, Jello," Miyax whispered, for he reminded her of the quivering 

gussak dessert her mother-in-law made.   

 

   She had seen the wolves mouth Amaroq's chin twice before and so she 

concluded that it was a ceremony, a sort of "Hail to the Chief." He must 

indeed be their leader for he was clearly the wealthy wolf; that is, wealthy as 

she had known the meaning of the word on Nunivak Island. There the old 

Eskimo hunters she had known in her childhood thought the riches of life 

were intelligence, fearless- ness, and love. A man with these gifts was rich 

and was a great spirit who was admired in the same way that the gussaks 

admired a man with money and goods.   

 

   The three adults paid tribute to Amaroq until he was almost smothered 

with love; then he bayed a wild note that sounded like the wind on the frozen 

sea. With that the others sat around him, the puppies scattered between them. 

Jello hunched forward and Silver shot a fierce glance at him. Intimidated, 

Jello pulled his ears together and back. He drew himself down until he 

looked smaller than ever.   

 



   Amaroq wailed again, stretching his neck until his bad war high shove the 

above the others. They gazed at him affectionately and it was plain to see 

that he was their great spirit, a royal leader who held his group together with 

love and wisdom.   

 

   Any fear Miyax had of the wolves was dispelled by their affection for each 

other. They were friendly animals and so devoted to Amaroq that she needed 

only to be accepted by him to be accepted by all. She even knew how to 

achieve this-bite him under the chin. But how was she going to do that?   

 

   She studied the pups hoping they had a simpler way of expressing their 

love for him. The black puppy approached the leader, sat, then lay down and 

wagged his tail vigorously. He gazed up at Amaroq in pure adoration, and 

the royal eyes softened.   

 

   Well, that's what I'm doing! Miyax thought. She called to Amaroq. "I'm 

lying down gazing at you, too, but you don't look at me that way!"   

 

   When all the puppies were wagging his praises, Amaroq yipped, hit a high 

note, and crooned. As his voice rose and fell the other adults sang out and 

the puppies yipped and bounced. .   

 

   The song ended abruptly. Amaroq arose and trotted swiftly down the 

slope. Nails followed, and behind him ran Silver, then Jello. But Jello did 

not run far. Silver turned and looked him straight in the eye. She pressed her 

ears forward aggressively and lifted her tail. With that, Jello went back to the 

puppies and the three sped away like dark birds.   

 

   Miyax hunched forward on her elbows, the better to see and learn. She 

now knew how to be a good puppy, pay tribute to the leader, and even to be 

a leader by biting others on the top of the nose. She also knew how to tell 

Jello to baby-sit. If only she had big ears and a tail, she could lecture and 

talk to them all.   

 

   Flapping her hands on her head for ears, she flattened her fingers to make 

friends, pulled them together and back to express fear, and shot them 

forward to display her aggression and dominance. Then she folded her arms 

and studied the puppies again.   

 



   The black one greeted Jello by tackling his feet. Another jumped on his 

tail, and before he could discipline either, all five were upon him. He rolled 

and tumbled with them for almost an hour; then he ran down the slope, 

turned, and stopped. The pursuing pups plowed into him, tumbled, fell, and 

lay still. During a minute of surprised recovery there was no action. Then the 

black pup Bashed his tail like a semaphore signal and they all jumped on 

Jello again.   

 

   Miyax rolled over and laughed aloud. "That's funny. They're really like 

kids."   

 

   When she looked back, Jello's tongue was hanging from his mouth and his 

sides were heaving. Four of the puppies had collapsed at his feet and were 

asleep. Jello flopped down, too, but the black pup still looked around. He 

was not the least bit tired. Miyax watched him, for them was something 

special about him.   

 

   He ran to the top of the den and barked. The smallest pup, whom Miyax 

called Sister, lifted her head, saw her favorite brother in action and, 

struggling to her feet, followed him devotedly. While they romped, Jello 

took the opportunity to rest behind a clump of sedge, a moisture-loving plant 

of the tundra. But hardly was he settled before a pup tracked him to his 

hideout and pounced on him. Jello narrowed his eyes, pressed his ears 

forward, and showed his teeth.   

 

   "I know what you're saying," she called to him. "You're saying," lie down.' 

" The puppy lay down, and Miyax got on all fours and looked for the nearest 

pup to speak to. It was Sister.   

 

   "Ummmm," she whined, and when Sister turned around she narrowed her 

eyes and showed her white teeth. Obediently, Sister lay down.   

 

   "I'm talking wolf! I'm talking wolf!" Miyax clapped, and tossing her head 

like a pup, crawled in a happy circle. As she was coming back she saw all 

five puppies sitting in a row watching her, their heads cocked in curiosity. 

Boldly the black pup came toward her, his fat backside swinging as he 

trotted to the bottom of her frost heave, and barked.   

 

   "You are very fearless and very smart," she said. "Now I know why you 

are special. You are wealthy and the leader of the puppies. There is no doubt 



what you'll grow up to be. So I shall name you after my father Kapugen, and 

I shall call you Kapu for short."  

 

   Kapu wrinkled his brow and turned an ear to tune in more acutely on her 

voice.   

 

   "You don't understand, do you?"   

 

   Hardly had she spoken than his tail went up, his mouth opened slightly, 

and he fairly grinned.   

 

   "Ee-lie!" she gasped. "You do understand. And that scares me." She 

perched on her heels. Jello whined an undulating note and Kapu turned back 

to the den.   

 

   Miyax imitated the call to come home. Kapu looked back over his 

shoulder in surprise. She giggled. He wagged his tail and jumped on Jello.   

 

   She clapped her hands and settled down to watch this language of jumps 

and tumbles, elated that she was at last breaking the wolf code. After a long 

time she decided they were not talking but roughhousing, and so she started 

home. Later she changed her mind. Roughhousing was very important to 

wolves. It occupied almost the entire night for the pops.   

 

   "Ee-lie, okay," she said. "I'll learn to roughhouse. Maybe then you'll accept 

me and feed me." She pranced, jumped, and whimpered; she growled, 

snarled, and rolled. But nobody came to roughhouse.   

 

   Sliding back to her camp, she heard the grass swish and looked up to see 

Amaroq and his hunters sweep around her frost heave and stop about five 

feet away. She could smell the sweet scent of their fut.   

 

   The hairs on her neck rose and her eyes widened. Amaroq's ears went 

forward aggressively and she remembered that wide eyes meant fear to him. 

It was not good to show him she was afraid. Animals attacked the fearful. 

She tried to narrow them, but remembered that was not right either. 

Narrowed eyes were mean, in desperation she recalled that Kapu had moved 

forward when challenged. She pranced right up to Amaroq. Her heart beat 

furiously as she grunt-whined the sound of the puppy begging adoringly for 

attention. Then she got down on her belly and gazed at him with fondness.   



 

   The great wolf backed up and avoided her eyes. She had said something 

wrong! Perhaps even offended him. Some slight gesture that meant nothing 

to her had apparently meant something to the wolf. His ears shot forward 

angrily and it seemed all was lost. She wanted to get up and run, but she 

gathered her courage and pranced closer to him. Swiftly she patted him 

under the chin.   

 

   The signal went off. It sped through his body and triggered emotions of 

love. Amaroq's ears flattened and his tail wagged in friendship. He could not 

react in any other way to the chin pat, for the roots of this signal lay deep in 

wolf history. It was inherited from generations and generations of leaders 

before him. As his eyes softened, the sweet odor of ambrosia arose from the 

gland on the top of his rail and she was drenched lightly in wolf scent. 

Miyax was one of the pack.   

 

   ALL THROUGH THH SUNNY NIGHT SHE WAITED FOR Amaroq to 

come home with food for her and the pups. When at last she saw him on the 

horizon she got down on all fours and crawled to her lookout. He carried no 

food.   

 

   "Ayi," she cried. "The pups must be nursing- that's why there's no meat." 

Slumping back on her heels, she thought about this. Then she thought again.   

 

   "You can't be nursing," she said to Kapu, and plunked her hands on her 

hips. "Silver growls when you suckle, and drives you away." Kapu twisted 

his ears at the sound of her voice.   

 

   "Okay," she called to him. "Where are you getting the food that makes you 

so fat?" He ignored her, concentrating on Silver and Nails, who were coming 

slowly home from the hunt.   

 

   Miyax went back to her pot and stuffed on the cold raw moss until her 

stomach felt full if not satisfied. Then she crawled into her cozy home in the 

hope that sleep would soothe her hunger.   

 

   She smoothed the silver hairs of her beautiful wedding parka, then 

carefully took it off and rolled it up. Placing it and her fur pants in a bag 

made of whale bladder, she tied it securely so that no moisture would 

dampen her clothes while she slept. This she had learned in childhood, and it 



was one of the old Eskimo ways that she liked, perhaps the only one. She 

had never violated it, even in the warm, gas-heated house in Barrow, for 

damp clothes could mean death in the Arctic.   

 

   When her outer garments were put away she took off the bright red tights 

her mother-in-law had bought for her at the American store in Barrow. 

Walking to the pond, she rinsed them and laid them in the sun. The cool air 

struck her naked body. She shivered and was glad that she had done one 

thing right-she had worn her winter clothes, not her light summer kuspuck, 

the woman's dress.   

 

   The wind gusted; Miyax scrambled through the low door and slid into her 

sleeping skin. The silken softness of the rabbit fur embraced her and she 

pulled the hood around her face so that only her nose was exposed. The fur 

captured her warm breath, held it against her face, and she became her own 

radiant stove; In this cozy micro world she forgot her hunger and recalled 

what she already knew about wolves so that she could put it together with 

what she had observed.   

 

   Wolves are shy, Kapugen had said, and they desert their dens if discovered 

by man; yet this pack had not. Did Amaroq not know she was human? 

Perhaps not, she had never walked in his presence, the two-legged signal of 

"man" to wild animals. On the other hand he must' know. Kapugen had said 

that with one sniff a wolf knew if you were male or female, adult or child, if 

you were hunting or not hunting-even if you were happy or sad. She 

concluded that Amaroq tolerated her because she was young, had no gun, 

and was sad- a lost child.   

 

   She next considered Nails. Who was he? Amaroq's dependable Friend, that 

was true, yet she suspected he was even more than that-a spiritual father of 

the pups. Nails took orders from Amaroq, but stayed close to Silver and the 

little wolves. He was father when their real father was busy. He was 

Amaroq's serious partner. But Jello? Who was he? Where had he come 

from? Was he a pup of a previous year? Or had he joined the pack just as she 

had, by soliciting Amaroq for membership in his tribe? There was much to 

learn about her family.   

 

   Miyax did not know how long she slept, for midnight was almost as bright 

as noon and it was difficult to judge the passing of time. It did not matter, 

however; time in the Arctic was the rhythm of life. The wolf Pups were 



barking their excited yipoo that rang out the hour of the end of the hunt. The 

pack was coming home. With visions of caribou stew in her head, she got 

out of her sleeping skin and reached for her clothes.   

 

   The puppies may not have been eating, but certainly Amaroq would have 

to bring Jello some food. He had been home all night. Stepping into the 

sunlight, she put on her tights, danced a moment, and then pulled on her 

furs. Leaning over the pond, she saw in the glassy water the hollows of her 

cheeks. She was pleased, for she looked almost like the gussak girls in the 

magazines and movies-thin and gaunt, not moon-faced like an Eskimo. Her 

hair! She leaned closer to the tundra looking glass. Her hair was a mess. 

Pressing it into place with her hands, she wished she had taken Daniel's 

wedding brush and comb with her. They lay unused in the comer of a table 

drawer in the house at Barrow.   

 

   Quickly she climbed the frost heave, lay down, and looked at the wolves. 

There was no meat to be seen. The three hunters were stretched out on their 

sides, their bellies extended with food. Jello was gone. Of course, she said to 

herself, he had been relieved of his duties and had back tracked the hunters 

to the kill. She winced, far she had been so certain that today she would eat. 

So I won't, she said to herself, and that's that.   

 

   Miyax knew when to stop dreaming and be practical. She slid down the 

heave, brushed off her parka, and faced the tundra. The plants around the 

pond had edible seeds, as did all of the many grasses. There were thousands 

of crane fly and mosquito larvae in the water, and the wild flowers were 

filling if not very nourishing. But they were all-small and took time to 

gather. She looked around for something bigger.   

 

   Her black eyes were alert as several Lapland long- spurs darted overhead. 

They might still have young in their nests. Staying on one side of the heave, 

so the wolves would not see her two-leggedness, she skipped into the grass. 

The birds vanished. Their dark pointed wings were erased from the sky as if 

they had sensed her deadly purpose. Miyax crouched down. Kapugen had 

taught her how to hunt birds by sitting still and being patient. She crossed 

her feet and blended into the plants, still as a stone.   

 

   Presently a grass blade trembled and Miyax saw a young bird fluttering its 

wings as it begged to be fed. A brown lark-like parent winged down and 

stuffed its open beak. Another youngster begged and the parent flew to it. 



Unfortunately, the second little bird was so far from the first that Miyax 

knew they were out of the nest and impossible to catch. She shifted her 

attention to the snow buntings.   

 

   A movement in the sky above the horizon caught her attention, and she 

recognized the pointed tail and black head of a jaeger. She knew this bird 

well, for it hunted the shore end tundra of Nunivak Island. A bold sea bird, it 

resembled its close relative the gull, but was not a fisher. The jaeger preyed 

upon lemmings, small birds, and occasionally carrion. Miyax wondered 

what prey it was hunting. Three more jaegers joined the first, circled close 

together as if over a target, then dropped out of sight below the horizon.   

 

   "The wolf kill!" she fairly shouted. "They're sharing the wolf kill."   

 

   Jumping to her feet, she lined up the spot where they had disappeared with 

a patch of brown lichens in the distance, and ran with joy along the invisible 

line. When she had gone a quarter of a mile, she stopped and looked back. 

The endless tundra rolled around her and she could not tell which frost heave 

was which.   

 

   "Oh, no!" she cried. She turned around and laboriously searched out the 

plants crushed by her feet. Near a pool she lost all sight of her steps and then 

with relief recognized an empty lemming nest, a round ball of grass that she 

had kicked open. She pounced on it, saw a flower she had trampled, and ran 

up the heave to it. From the top she looked across the distance to her own 

precious house.   

 

   She reminded herself not to be so careless again. "One cut get lost out 

here," she said aloud.   

 

   Miyax flopped down in the grass to rest. Her hand touched a patch of 

Arctic peas. They were tiny but numerous; she took off her boot and then her 

sock, and filled its toe with the vegetables. When all were harvested, she 

swung the sock over her shoulder and, striding joyously, rounded her pond 

and plunked the peas in her pot. She rolled them around with her fingers and 

they rattled musically. She rolled them again and made up words to fit their 

rhythm:   

 

Peas that go tink, 

peas that go tot, 



Peas that will never grow 

outside my pot. 

 

   The puppies yapped and Silver ran out across the tundra. She leaped with 

grace, her fur gleaming like metal; then she swept into a dip in the landscape 

and vanished. Up from the horizon rose the jaegers, announcing that Silver 

had gone to the kill. Clutching the cooking pot to her breast, Miyax excitedly 

waited to see her bring back meat for the pups.   

 

   The jaegers circled, the long spurs tumbled on their wings, and at last 

Silver came home. Her mouth was empty.   

 

   "I just don't understand," she said to the pups. "What is keeping you 

alive!" Putting down her pot, she went to her lookout to try to solve the 

riddle.   

 

   Silver came up the long slope, gave the grunt- whine that summoned the 

pups, and Kapu ran to meet her. She pulled back her lips in a smile and 

nosed him affectionately. Then Kapu stuck his nose in the corner of her 

mouth. Silver arched her back, her neck rippled, and she choked up a big 

mound of meat. Kapu set upon it with a snarl.   

 

   "So that's it!" said Miyax. "The meat's in the belly-basket. Now what do I 

do?"   

 

   Kapu let Sister share the meal with him, but not Zing, Zat, and Zit-as 

Miyax had dubbed the three tawny pups who had little personality as yet. 

Zing rushed over to the resting Silver and cuddled up against her. He 

rammed his nose against her teats and taking one in his mouth, ravenously 

nursed. Silver tolerated this for a moment, then growled. He did not let go 

and she snapped at him. He pulled away, but when she stretched out he dove 

back into her belly fur again. With a loud bark she rolled onto her stomach 

and cut off her milk from him. Zing got up, walked over to Amaroq, and 

stuck his nose in the corner of his mouth. Amaroq regurgitated food.   

 

   The secret of the fat pups was out. They were being weaned from mother's 

milk to well-chewed and partially digested food.   

 

   They might eat food from the belly-basket for weeks before they were 

brought chunks of meat that Miyax could share, and so she went out into the 



grasses again to look for buntings. Soon Silver and Nails trotted off in the 

direction of the kill. Having fed the puppies, they were now feeding 

themselves. Miyax cautiously peered around the heave. Jello had not gone 

with them. Yet he had been to the kill. He would have food in his belly-

basket.   

 

   When the jaegers arose into the air she picked up the pot and climbed once 

again to the top of her frost heave. Getting to her hands and knees, she gave 

the grunt-whine call. "Look at me. I'm nice," it said.   

 

   Jello strode toward her. So pushed around was he by Silver, so respectful 

of Amaroq and even Nails, that he was excited by a voice more humble than 

his own. He even lifted his tail and head higher than Miyax had ever seen 

him do, and, acting like the boss wolf, loped up her frost heave. Curious 

Kapu trotted behind.   

 

   As Miyax scurried to meet Jello, he hesitated, growled softly, and urinated. 

"Don't be scared," she said and whimpered. He circled closer. Quickly rising 

to her knees, grunting the note of friendship, she slipped her hand over his 

head and clasped the top of his nose firmly in her fingers.   

 

   "I'm boss," she said as his tail and head went down in deference to the 

symbol of leadership. She started to slip her hand into the corner of his 

mouth, but he jerked away. Then Kapu, as if he understood what Miyax 

wanted, swept up to Jello and nuzzled his mouth. Jello heaved, opened his 

jaws, and deposited food on the ground.   

 

   "I'll live! I'll live!" Miyax cried jubilantly as Jello turned, put his mil 

between his legs, and raced back to the other pups. Kapu sat down and 

watched with wrinkled forehead as she scooped the meat into the pot. When 

she had retrieved every morsel, she gently closed her lips on the bridge of 

his nose. His tail wagged respectfully and he gazed softly into her eyes.   

 

   "Kapu," she whispered. "We Eskimos have joking partners-people to have 

fun with-and serious partners-people to work and think with. You and I are 

both. We are joking-serious partners." He wagged his tail excitedly and 

blinked. "And that's the best of all. She reached out to hug him, for his eyes 

were mellow and his fuzz irresistible. But he was like water and slipped 

through her hands.   

 



   On two knees and one hand, holding the pot with the other, Miyax hobbled 

toward her camp. Kapu bit her heel softly and she glanced over her shoulder. 

His head was cocked and his tail swished slowly.   

 

   "What are you saying now?" she asked. He gave the grunt-whine for 

attention.   

 

   Of course, she was his big sister and he wanted to play. Reaching into her 

pocket she pulled out a mitten and before she could flash it in front of his 

nose, he had leaped, caught it, and was pulling and shaking her whole arm 

and torso with incredible strength.   

 

   Miyax let go lest she spills her meat, and Kapu rolled head over heels into 

the lichens. Taking a firm grip on the mitten, he flattened his ears in spirited 

fellowship, dashed down the slope and up to his den. There he turned to see 

if she was following.   

 

   "Bring back my mitten," she called. "I need it." He flashed the wolf smile 

of apology, shook the mitten, and romped into the midst of his other 

brothers.   

 

   Kapu scratched a wide swath on the ground with his hind feet. The three 

tawny pups sniffed the mark and Zit sat down before it. Bold Kapu had 

written his signature and it was deep and impressive. Miyax wondered if the 

mitten victory was responsible. It was quite a trophy to win.   

 

   Placing her pot by her fireplace, she walked out on the tundra and gathered 

dry grass and lichens in her sock, for there was, of course, no wood to bum. 

Although caribou droppings were a better fuel, she was too fearful of getting 

lost to hunt them. Piling the grass and lichens in the center of the stones, she 

went into her house, took a small cookie tin from her pack, and removed one 

precious match. Then she lit the tinder.   

 

   The grass burst into flame and the lichens smoldered slowly, giving her 

time to dig the peat that the dead grasses had laid down for thousands and 

thou: sands of years. Gradually the peat glowed, the water boiled, and an 

hour later Miyax had a pot of caribou stew.   

 

   "At last!" she said. On it floated great chunks of golden grease, more 

delicious than the butter from the gussak store. She put a savory bite in her 



mouth, sucked the juices, then chewed a long time before she swallowed. 

She must not eat too fast or too much. Kapugen had said that an old lady, 

rescued from the snow after weeks of starvation, so stuffed herself that she 

died the next day.   

 

   Munching another bite, she went out to the grass clump to check on 

buntings, and a long time later returned to eat two more chunks of caribou. 

The rest, though she longed for it, she stored inside her house. Then she 

patted her stomach and told it to wait.   

 

   For the first time in days she could think of something other than food. Her 

mind turned to the problem of which direction was north and in which 

direction lay the town of Point Hope. The dips and heaves of the tundra 

spread out all around her and still looked the same in every direction.   

 

   "Oh, he!" she said aloud. "More lichens grow on one side of the frost 

heaves than on the other." She pondered this, as well as the oblong shape of 

her pond, which was caused by the flow of the ice as it moved with the 

wind. But did the wind come down from the north or out of the west on the 

North Slope of Alaska, She did not know. Next, she noted that the grasses 

grew in different spots than the mosses, and the more she studied, the more 

the face of the tundra emerged; a face that could tell her which way was 

north, if she had listened more carefully to Kapugen.   

 

   Her legs began to buckle and her body swayed. She crumpled to her knees, 

for the food was making her both dizzy and sleepy. She staggered into her 

fur- carpeted house and lay down.   

 

   MIYAX'S EYELIDS FLUTTERED: THE BLACK LASHES parted, then 

framed her wide eyes like ferns around a pool. She had eaten, slept for many 

hours; and the dull, tired feeling of starvation was gone. She felt bright and 

very much alive.   

 

   Rolling to her stomach, she propped herself on her elbows, and reached 

into her pot to eat. She ate a lot. The food in the pot lowered drastically. 

When but two meals remained, she made up her mind to tell Amaroq she 

wanted a whole shank of caribou. Wolves did bring food to their dens. 

Kapugen had seen them walk long miles in spring, with legs and ribs for the 

mothers who stayed in the ground with their pups for almost ten days after 

birth.   



 

   Well, she had no puppies to induce Amaroq to feed her, so she pondered 

again. Kapugen had once told her of a wolf who was wounded by the hoofs 

of a caribou. He limped to a rock cave and lay down to recover. Every night 

his leader trotted over the snow, bringing him meat until he was well and 

could rejoin the pack.   

 

   Miyax did not want to suffer a wound, but it seemed to her that in order to 

be fed by wolves one had to be helpless.   

 

   "If that's the case," she said to herself, "I should be buried in food. I'm 

helpless enough. I cannot fell a caribou or catch a bird. And I'm lost, 

besides." She thrust her head out the door.   

 

   "Amaroq, I'm helpless," she cried. The chilly air tingled her nose and she 

noticed that the cotton grasses by the pond were seeding out into white 

puffs. This was worrisome, for they marked the coming of autumn, the 

snows, and the whiteouts. Whiteouts could be dangerous. When the cotton 

grass heads were gone, the winds would lift the snow from the ground to the 

air and she would not be able to see her feet. She would be imprisoned 

wherever she stood ... maybe for days ... maybe till death.   

 

   Amaroq howled the long note to assemble. Silver and Nails barked a brief 

"Coming," and it was the beginning of a new day for Miyax and the wolves. 

Although the clocks in Barrow would say it was time to get ready for bed, 

she was getting up, for she was on wolf time. Since there was no darkness to 

hamper her vision, night was as good a time to work as day, and much better 

if you were a wolf girl. Rehearsing whimpers and groveling positions as she 

climbed to her lookout, she got ready to tell Amaroq how help less she was 

in his own language.   

 

   He was awake, lying on his side, watching Sister's paw twitch as she slept. 

He got up and licked the restless sleeper as if to say "All's well." The paw 

relaxed.   

 

   Miyax whimpered and twisted her head appealingly. Amaroq shot her a 

glance and wagged his tail as if she had said, "Hello," not "I'm helpless."   

 

   Suddenly his head lifted, his ears went up, and Amaroq sniffed the wind. 

Miyax sniffed the wind and smelled nothing, although Amaroq was on his 



feet now, electric with the airborne message. He snapped his hunters to 

attention and led them down the slope and off across the tundra. Jello stayed 

home with the pup.   

 

   The pack moved in single file almost to the horizon, then swerved and 

came back. Shading her eyes, Miyax finally saw what the wind had told 

Amaroq. A herd of caribou was passing through. She held her breath as the 

hunters sped toward a large buck. The animal opened his stride and 

gracefully gained ground. He could so easily outrun the wolves that Amaroq 

let him go and trotted toward another. This one, too, outdistanced the pack 

and Amaroq swerved and tested another. Just as Miyax was wondering how 

the wolves ever caught anything, Amaroq put on full speed and bore down 

on a third.   

 

   This animal could not outrun him, and when Amaroq attacked he turned 

and struck with his powerful hoofs. Like a bouncing ball the leader sprang 

away. Nails and Silver fumed out to either side of the beast, then veered and 

closed in. The caribou bellowed, pressed beck his ears, zigzagged over a 

frost heave, and disappeared from sight.   

 

   "They're chasing the weakest," Miyax said in astonishment. "It's just like 

Kapugen said-wolves take the old and sick."   

 

   She looked from the empty tundra to the busy den site. Kapu was staring at 

her, his eyes narrowed, his ears thrown forward aggressively.   

 

   "Now why are you so hostile?" she asked, then looked at her feet and legs. 

"Ee-lie, Ee-lie." She dropped to all fours and smiled apologetically. "Ayi, 

Kapu. You've never seen a man in al your life. What is it that tells you to 

beware! Some spirit of your ancestors that still dwells in your body?"   

 

   She gave the grunt-whine and Kapu pressed down his ears, snatched up a 

bone and brought it over to her. She grabbed it, he tugged, she pulled, he 

growled, she giggled, and Jello called Kapu home. He cocked an ear, rolled 

his eyes, and ignored the baby-sitter.   

 

   "You're naughty," she said and covered a grin with her hand. "Martha 

would scold me for that."   

 



   Kapu dropped the bone. She leaned down, picked it up in her teeth, and 

tried to run on all fours. She had barely begun to move away when Kapu 

leaped on her back and took her bare neck in his teeth. She started to scream, 

checked herself and, closing her eyes, waited for the teeth to pierce her skin. 

They did not even bruise, so controlled was this grip that said, "Drop the 

bone." She let it go, and in one swish Kapu leaped to the ground and 

snatched it.   

 

   As she started after him something struck her boot and she looked around 

to see Zit, Zat, and Sister at her heels. Zing charged up the knell, hit her arm 

with great force, and knocked her to the ground. She growled, flashed her 

teeth, and narrowed her eyes. Kapu dropped the bone and lay down. Zing 

backed up, and for a moment not a puppy moved.   

 

   "Phew." She smiled. "That did it."   

 

   Too late she remembered that such a smile was an apology, a sort of "I 

didn't mean it," and before she could growl all five little wolves jumped on 

her again.   

 

   "Stop!" She was angry. They sensed it and backed away. "Shoe! Co!" She 

waved her arm above her head and the threatening pose spoke louder than all 

her words. Drooping their tails, glancing warily at her, they trotted away-all 

but Kapu. He licked her cheek.   

 

   "Dear Kapu." She was about to stroke his head, when he picked up the 

bone and carried it back to the den. But he was not done with play. He never 

was. Kapu was tireless. Diving into a tunnel, he came out on the other side 

and landed on Jello's tail.   

 

   When Miyax saw this she sat back on her heels. Open-ended tunnels 

reminded her of something. In the spring, wolf packs stay at a nursery den 

where the pups are born deep in the earth at the end of long tunnels. When 

the pups are about six weeks old and big enough to walk and run, the leaders 

move the entire group to a summer den. These are mere shelters for the pups 

and are open at two ends. For a few weeks the packs stay at this den; then 

they leave and take up the nomadic winter life of the wolf.   

 



   The cold chill of fear ran up Miyax's spine-the wolves would soon depart! 

Then what would she do? She could not follow them; they often ran fifty 

miles in a night and slept in different spots each day.   

 

   Her hands trembled and she pressed them together to make them stop, for 

Kapugen had taught her that fear can so cripple a person that he cannot think 

or act. Already she was too scared to crawl.   

 

   "Change your ways when fear seizes," he had said, "for it usually means 

you are doing something wrong.   

 

   She knew what it was-she should not depend upon the wolves for survival. 

She must go on her own. Instantly she felt relieved, her legs moved, her 

hands stopped shaking, and she remembered that when Kapugen was a boy, 

he had told her, he made snares of rawhide and caught little birds.   

 

   "Buntings, beware!" she shouted and slid down to her camp. Stepping out 

of her pants, she slipped 08 her tights and cut a swath of cloth from the hip 

with her ulo. She tore the cloth into small strips, then ate some stew, and 

started off to hunt birds. Every so often she tied a bit of red cloth to a clump 

of grass or around a conspicuous stone. If she was going to hunt in this 

confusing land, she must leave a trail to lead her home. She could not smell 

her way Lack as the wolves did.   

 

   As she tied the first piece of cloth to a bent sedge, she looked down on a 

small pile of droppings. "Ee- lie," she said. "A bird roost. Someone sleeps 

here every night." Quickly she took the thongs from her boots, made a 

noose, and placed it under the sedge. Holding the pull-rope, she moved back 

as far as she could and lay down to await the return of the bird.   

 

   The sun slid slowly down the sky, hung still for a moment, then started up 

again. It was midnight. A flock of swift-flying Arctic terns darted overhead, 

and one by one dropped into the grasses. Ruddy turn- stones called sleepily 

from their scattered roosts, and sandpipers whistled. The creatures of the 

tundra were going to sleep, as they did also at noon in the constant daylight. 

Each called from his roost-all but the little bird of the sedge. It had not come 

back.   

 

   A bird chirped three feet from her face, and Miyax rolled her eyes to the 

left. A bunting on a grass blade tucked its bill into the feathers on its back, 



fluffed, and went to sleep. Where, she asked, was the bird of the sedge? Had 

it been killed by a fox or a weasel? She was about to get, to her feet and hunt 

else- where, but she remembered that Kapugen never gave up. Sometimes he 

would stand motionless for five hours at a seal breathing hole in the ice 

waiting for a seal to come up for a breath. She must wait, too.   

 

   The sun moved on around the sky and, when it was directly behind her, the 

sleeping bunting lifted its head and chirped. It hopped to a higher blade of 

grass, preened, and sang its morning song. The sleep was over. Her bird had 

not come back.   

 

   Suddenly a shadow passed. A snowy owl, white wings folded in a 

plummeting dive, threw out his feathered feet and struck the little gray 

bunting. The owl bounced up, and came down almost on Miyax's 

outstretched hand, the bird caught in his foot. Her first instinct was to 

pounce on the owl, but she instantly thought better of that. Even if she could 

catch him, she would have his powerful claws and beak to contend with, and 

she knew what damage they could do. Besides, she had a better idea-to lie 

still and watch where he flew. Perhaps he had owlets in the nest, for these 

little birds took almost six weeks to get on their wings. If there were owlets, 

there would also be food, lots of it, for the male owls are constantly bringing 

food to the young. Once, she had counted eighty lemmings piled at the nest 

of a snowy   

 

   So close was the ookpick, the white owl of the north, that she could see the 

clove markings on his wings and the dense white feathers that covered his 

legs and feet. His large yellow eyes were pixieish, and he looked like a 

funny little Eskimo in white parka and mukluks. The wind stirred the 

wolverine trim on Miyax's hood and the owl turned his gleaming eyes upon 

her. She tried not to blink and belie the life in her stone-still body, but he 

was suspicious. He turned his head almost upside down to get a more acute 

focus on her; then unwinding swiftly, he lifted his body and sped off. His 

wings arched deeply as he steered into a wind and shot like a bullet toward 

the sun. As Miyax rolled to a sitting position, the owl scooped his wings up, 

braked, and dropped onto an exceptionally large frost heave. He left the bird 

and flew out over the tundra, screaming the demonic call of the hunting 

ookpick.   

 

   Miyax tied another red patch on the sedge, rounded a boggy pond, and 

climbed the heave where the owl lived. There lay an almost dead owlet its 



big beak resting on the edge of the stone-lined nest. It lifted its head, 

laboriously hissed, and collapsed. The owlet was starving, for there was only 

the bunting, when there should have been dozens of lemmings. It would not 

live, in this time of no lemmings.   

 

   She picked up the bunting and owlet, regretting that she had found a 

provider only to lose him again. The male owl would not bring food to an 

empty nest.   

 

   Collecting her red markers as she walked home, she kicked open old 

lemming nests in the hope of finding baby weasels. These small relatives of 

the mink, with their valuable fur that turns white in winter, enter lemming 

nests and kill and eat the young. Then they move into the round grassy 

structures to give birth to their own young. Although Miyax kicked seven 

nests, there were no weasels-for there were no lemmings to eat.   

 

   When in sight of her house she took a shortcut and came upon a pile of old 

caribou droppings-fuel for her fire! Gleefully, she stuffed her, pockets, tied a 

marker at the site for later use, and skipped home dreaming of owlet stew.   

 

   She plucked the birds, laid them on the ground, and skillfully cut them 

open with her ulo. Lifting out the warm viscera, she tipped back her head 

and popped them into her mouth. They were delicious- the nuts and candy of 

the Arctic. She had forgotten how good they tasted. They were rich in 

vitamins and minerals and her starving body welcomed them.   

 

   Treats over, she sliced her birds into delicate strips and simmered them 

slowly and not too long.   

 

   "Chicken of the North," Miyax gave a toast to the birds. Then she drank 

the rich juices and popped the tender meat in her mouth. Had she been a boy 

this day would be one to celebrate. When a boy caught his first bird in 

Nunivak, he was supposed to fast for a day, then celebrate the Feast of the 

Bird. When he killed his first seal his mother took off her rings, for he was a 

man, and this was her way of bragging without saying a word.   

 

   Silly, she said to herself, but nevertheless she sang Kapugen's song of the 

Bird Feast.    

 

Tornait, tornait, 



Spirit of the bird, 

Fly into my body 

And bring me 

The power of the sun. 

 

   Kapu yapped to say that the hunters were coming home, and Miyax 

washed out her pot and went to her lookout to tell them goodnight. Amaroq 

and Jello were facing each other, ruffs up, ready to fight. Before Jello could 

attack, Amaroq lifted his head and Jello bowed before him. The dispute was 

over. No blood was shed. The difference had been settled with the pose of 

leadership.   

 

   Miyax wondered what had happened to put them at odds with each other. 

Whatever the problem, Jello had surrendered. He was on his back Bashing 

the white fur on his belly that signaled "I give up!"- and no one, not even the 

pups, could strike him.   

 

   "The white flag of surrender," she murmured. "Jello lost." Amaroq walked 

gracefully away.   

 

   He was not done with what he had to say, however. With a dash, he 

picked-up her mitten and tore it to shreds, then rolled in its many pieces and 

stood up. Nails, Silver, and the pups sniffed him and wagged their tails in 

great excitement. Then Amaroq narrowed his eyes and glanced her way. 

With a chill she realized he was going to attack. She flattened herself like an 

obedient pup as he glided down his slope and up hen. Her breathing 

quickened, her heart raced.   

 

   When Amaroq was but five feet away and she could see each hair on his 

long fine nose, he gave the grunt-whine. He was calling her! Cautiously she 

crawled toward him. He wagged his tail and led her down the hill, through 

the sedges, and up the long slope to the wolf den. Patiently adjusting his 

stride to her clumsy crawl he brought her home to the pack, perhaps against 

Jello's will-she would never know.   

 

   At the den site he promptly ignored her and went to his bed, a dish-like 

scoop in the soil on the highest point. Circling three or four times, scratching 

the earth to prepare it for sleep, he lay down.   

 



   Miyax glanced out of the corner of her eyes to see Nails preparing his bed 

also with scratches and turns. Silver was already in her scoop, snapping at 

the nursing Zang. Jello was off by himself.   

 

   Now it was Miyax's turn to say she was home, patting the ground, circling 

first to the left and then to the right, she lay down and pulled her knees up to 

her chin. She closed her eyes, but not completely. Through her lashes she 

peeked at Amaroq for reassurance, just as she had seen the other wolves do. 

The wind played across his black ruff and his ears twitched from time to 

time as he listened to the birds and winds in his sleep. All was well with the 

world, and apparently with her, for Amaroq-rested in peace.   

 

   But Miyax could not sleep. The sun reached its apogee and started down 

the blue sky of early afternoon. The elegant Arctic terns cut swirls in the 

sky, a spider crept under a stone, and the snow buntings flitted and called. 

From some distant spot a loon cried. Then the pale green of evening was 

upon the land and Miyax closed her eyes.   

 

   She awoke with a start a short time later and looked about in puzzlement. 

The sky vaulted above her. A grass blade tickled her face, and she 

remembered where she was-up on the frost heave with the wolf pack! 

Breathing deeply to quell a sense of uneasiness, she finally relaxed, unrolled, 

and sat up. Kapu was curled against her leg. His feet were flipping and he 

yipped as if challenging some wolf badman in his dreams. Softly she stroked 

his fur.   

 

   "All's well," she whispered and his paws stopped moving. He sighed and 

dreamed on peacefully.   

 

   She glanced around. All of the wolves were asleep, although they usually 

went hunting when the sky was lime-green. Perhaps they knew something 

she didn't know. Sniffing and turning her head, she saw nothing different 

from any other evening. Then in the distance a thick wall of fog arose. It 

blotted out the horizon, the far dips and heaves, the grasses, the pond, and 

finally her own frost heave. The fog streamed up the wolf slope and 

enveloped the members of the pack one by one until only Kapu was visible. 

Fogs were part of the Arctic summer, rolling in from the sea for only an hour 

or for many days, but Miyax had never given them much thought. Now she 

remembered that when the fog rolled over barrow, airplanes were grounded, 

ships and boats had to be anchored, and even the two jeeps in town sat 



where they had stopped in the fog. She also remembered that people were 

prisoners of the fog, too. They could not see to hunt.   

 

   Now, if the wolves did not bring her some meat, she might not eat for 

days. She could resort to the belly-basket again, but Jello was jumpy and she 

doubted if she had enough courage to put her hands in the mouths of the 

others. Perhaps Kapu would share his meals with her.   

 

   "Kapu?" He sighed and pushed tighter against her. The whiskers that 

protected his sensitive nose and warned him of objects nearby, twitched as 

her breath touched them. His lips curled up. Whatever he was dreaming 

about now must be funny, she thought. She hoped so, for her wide-awake 

dream was hardly amusing--it was desperate.   

 

   She was looking at Silver stretched not far away in a thin spot of fog. 

Zang, the incorrigible Zang, was nursing again. Silver growled. The pup 

rolled to his back, paws outstretched like an upside-down chair. Then Sister 

moved out of the fog. She snuggled up to her mother, suckled two or three 

times, more for comfort than food, and fell back to sleep.   

 

   This brief sucking of the pups had started Silver's milk Bowing. Miyax 

stared at this unexpected source of food.   

 

   She inched forward on her stomach and elbows until she was close to the 

mother. Miyax had drunk the milk of other wild mammals on Nunivak and 

each time had found it sweet and good. True, the walrus and musk oxen had 

been milked by her father, but if he had done it, why couldn't she? Slipping 

her hand beneath a nipple she caught several drops, keeping her eyes on 

Silver to discern her mood. Slowly Miyax brought the milk to her mouth, 

lapped, and found it as rich as butter. She reached out again, but as she did 

so, Silver closed her jaws on Miyax's shoulder and held her immobile. She 

stifled a scream.   

 

   Suddenly Amaroq appeared and lifted his head. Silver let go. Miyax 

rubbed her shoulder and crept back to Kapu. He was awake, peering up at 

her, his head on his paws. When their eyes met, he flipped one ear 

humorously and Miyax sensed he bad been through this, too.   

 

   "Guess I'm weaned," she said. He wagged his tail. The fog thickened and, 

like an eraser on a black- board, wiped out Amaroq and Silver and the tip of 



Kapu's tail. She cuddled closer to Kapu, wondering if Amaroq would hunt 

tonight. After a long time she decided he would not-his family was content 

and well fed. Not she, however; two drops of milk were scarcely life 

sustaining. She patted Kapu, crawled off in the fog, and stood up when she 

thought she was safely out of sight. Amaroq snarled. She dropped to her 

knees. His tail beat the ground and she gasped.   

 

   ''I know you can't see me," she called, "so how do you know what I'm 

doing? Can you hear me stand up?" His tail beat again and she scrambled to 

her house, awed by the sensitivity of Amaroq. He knew about fogs and the 

sneaky ways of human beings.   

 

   The sedges around her pond were visible if she crawled, and so on hands 

and knees she rounded the bank, picking seeds, digging up the nutlike roots 

of the sedges, and snatching crane fly larvae from the water. As she crept 

she ate. After what seemed like hours of constant foraging she was still 

hungry-but not starving.   

 

   She came back to her house in a fog so thick she could almost hold it in 

her hands. For long hours she was suspended between sleep and 

wakefulness. She listened to the birds call to keep in touch with each other in 

the fog. Like herself they could not smell their food; the, needed to see. As 

time dragged on, she sang to pass the hours. At first she invented rhymes 

about the tundra and sang them to tunes she had learned at school. When she 

tired of these melodies she improvised on the songs of her childhood. They 

were better suited to improvisation, for they had ken invented for just this 

purpose--to pass the hours in creative fun when the weather closed.   

 

   She sang about the wolves, her house, and the little feather flower on her 

table; and when she had no more to say, she crawled to her door and looked 

out. The fog was somewhat lighter. She could see the empty pot by her 

fireplace and, low overhead, a few birds in the sky.   

 

   Then an airplane droned in the distance grew louder, then fainter, then 

louder again. The pilot was circling, waiting to see if the weather might 

suddenly dear so he could land. The same thing had happened to her when 

she was down from Nunivak to Barrow. As their plane came over the town, 

a. dense fog rolled in and the pilot had circled for almost an hour.   

 



   "If we cannot land on this turn," be had finally announced over the 

intercom, "we will head straight beck to Fairbanks." But suddenly the fog 

had cleared, and they had landed in Barrow.  

 

   The sound of the plane- grew louder. Through the thinning fog, she saw de 

commercial plane that flew from Fairbanks to Barrow and back. Her heart 

pounded. If the pilot could see her he might send help. She ran out to wave, 

but the fog had swirled in again and she could barely see her hand. The 

engines accelerated, and the plane sped off in what must be the direction of 

Fairbanks. She listened to its sound and, bending down, drew a line in the 

soil in the direction it had gone.   

 

   "That way should be Fairbanks," she said. "At least I know that much."   

 

   Picking up pebbles, she pounded them into the line to make it more 

permanent, and stood up. "That way," she said, pointing in the opposite 

direction, "is the coast and Point Hope."   

 

   Amaroq howled Nails barked. Then Amaroq slid into a musical crescendo 

that Silver joined in. Their voices undulated as each harmonized with the 

other. Jello's windy voice barked out and, like the beat of drums, the five 

pups whooped and yipped. Miyax rubbed her chin; something was different 

about this hunt song. It was eerie and restless. It spoke of things she did not 

understand and she was frightened.   

 

   The -fog cleared again and she saw Amaroq, his hunters, and the pups 

running across the tundra. Even Jello was with them. Were they leaving her? 

Was this their day to take up the wandering life of the wolves? Was she now 

on her own? Picking up her red markets, she crawled around her frost heave 

and frantically gathered the leafy plants that the caribou eat. She stuffed 

mushroom-like fungi in her pockets, and bits of reindeer moss. She could no 

longer afford to pass up anything that might be edible.   

 

   As she worked on her hands and knees, she felt a rhythmical beat, like the 

rumble of Eskimo drums. Pressing her ear to the ground she heard the 

vibration of many feet-a herd of caribou was not far away.   

 

   The fog thinned more and Kapu came into view. As alert as an eagle, he 

was sniffing the wind and wagging his tail as if reading some amusing wolf 

story. She sniffed too, but for her the pages were blank.   



 

   The vibrations in the earth grew stronger; Miyax drew back, as out of the 

fog came a huge caribou, running her way. His head was out straight and his 

eyes rolled wildly. At his neck, leaping with the power of an ocean wave, 

was Amaroq. Nails was diving in and out under his legs, and at his flank 

dashed Silver. Miyax held her breath, wondering whether to run or dodge.   

 

   Then Amaroq jumped, floated in the air for an instant, and sank his teeth 

into the shoulder of the beast. He hung on while Silver attacked from the 

side. Then he dropped to the ground as the bull Bellowed. The fog closed in 

briefly, and when it thinned the caribou was poised above Amaroq, his 

cleaver-like hoofs aimed at his head. There was a low grunt, a flash of hoofs, 

and the huge feet cut uselessly into the sod; for Amaroq had vaulted into-the 

air again and had sunk his teeth in the animal's back. Snarling, using the 

weight of his body as a tool, he rode the circling and stumbling beast. Silver 

leaped in front of the bull trying to trip him or slow him down. Nails had a 

grip on one hind leg. The caribou bucked, writhed, then dropped to his 

knees. His antlers pierced the ground; he bellowed and fell.  

 

  He was dying, his eyes glazed with the pain-killing drug of shock; yet his 

muscles still flexed. His hoofs Bailed at the three who were ending the hunt 

with slashes and blood-letting bites.   

 

   After what seemed to Miyax an eternity, the bull lay still. Amaroq tore 

open his side as if it were a loaf of bread and, without ceremony, fell to the 

feast.   

 

   Kapu and the little wolves came cautiously up to the huge animal and 

sniffed. They did not know what to do with this beast. It was the first one 

they had seen and so they wandered curiously around the kill, watching their 

elders. Amaroq snarled with pleasure as he ate, then licked his lips and 

looked at Kapu. Kapu pounced on a piece of meat and snarled, too; then he 

looked at Amaroq again. The leader growled and ate. Kapu growled and ate.   

 

   Miyax could not believe her good fortune-an entire caribou felled 

practically at her door. This was enough food to last her for months, perhaps 

a year. She would smoke it to make it lighter to carry, pack it, and walk on 

to the coast. She would make it to Point Hope.   

 



   Plans racing in her head, she squatted to watch the wolves eat, measuring, 

as time passed, the enormous amounts they were consuming-pounds at each 

bite. As she saw her life-food vanishing, she decided she had better get her 

share while she could, and went into her house for her knife.   

 

   As she crept up coward the bull she wondered if she should come so close 

to wolves that were eating. Dogs would bite people under similar conditions. 

But dogs would refuse to share their food with others of their kind, as the 

wolves were doing now, growling pleasantly and feasting in friendship.   

 

   She was inching forward, when Kapu splintered a bone with his mere baby 

teeth. She thought better of taking her share; instead she waited patiently for 

the wolves to finish.   

 

   Amaroq left the kill first, glanced her way, and disappeared in the fog. 

Silver and Nails departed soon after and the pups followed at their mother's 

heels.   

 

   "Ee-lie!" Miyax shouted and ran to the food. Suddenly Jello came out of 

the fog and leaped upon a leg of the kill. She drew back. Why had he not 

eaten with the others? she asked herself. He had not been baby-sitting. He 

must be in some kind of wolf disgrace, for he walked with his tail between 

his legs and he was not allowed to eat with the pack.   

 

   When he too had feasted and left, she walked over to the caribou and 

admired the mountain of food. Impulsively, she paid tribute to the spirit of 

the caribou by lifting her arms to the sun. Then, scoffing at herself for being 

such an old-fashioned Eskimo, she sharpened her man's knife on a stone and 

set to work.   

 

   The skin was tough and she marveled that the wolves tore it so easily. 

Even as she peeled it away from the flesh with her knife, she was surprised 

how difficult it was to cut and handle, but she worked diligently, for the pelt 

was almost as valuable as the meat. Hours and hours later, the last bit of hide 

came free and she hopped on her back to rest.   

 

   "Such hard work!" she gasped aloud. "No wonder this job is given to 

Eskimo men and boys." With a sigh she got to her feet, dragged the skin to 

her house, and laid it out to dry. Scraping and cleaning the skin was 

something she knew more about, for that was a woman's job, but she was too 



busy to do that now. It was time to carve and eat! She cut open the belly and 

lifted out the warm liver, the "candy" of her people. With a deft twist of the 

ulo, she cut off a slice and savored each bite of this, the most nourishing part 

of the animal. So rich is the liver that most of it is presented to the women 

and girls, an ancient custom with wisdom at its core-since women give birth 

to babies, they need the iron and blood of the liver.   

 

   All during the wolf sleep Miyax stayed up, cutting oh strips of caribou and 

hanging them over the fire. As she corked, a song came to mind.   

 

Amaroq, wolf, my friend, 

You me my adopted father. 

My feet shall run because of you. 

My heart shall beat because of you. 

And I shall love because of you. 

 

   She stood up, peeked around the heave, and added, "But not Daniel. I'm a 

wolf now, and wolves love leaders."   

 

   The umbrella of fog had lifted and Miyax ran up the side of her frost heave 

to see how her family was. They were sleeping peacefully-all but Amaroq. 

He shot her a glance, lifted his lips, and spoke with his teeth.  

 

  "Oh, all right. Ee-lie, Ee-lie." Miyax got down on all fours. "But how am I 

going to follow you if you won't let me walk? I am me, your two legged pup. 

She stood up. Amaroq lifted his eyebrows, but did not reprimand her. He 

seemed to understand she could not change. His tail banged once and he 

went back to sleep.    

 

   HUNTS CAME AND WENT. THE SMOKE CURLED UP from Miyax's 

fire, and caribou strips shrank and dried. One night she watched the dipping 

sun, trying to guess the date. It must be the second week of August, for the 

sun sat almost on the rim of the earth.   

 

   The wolves had no doubt about the date; they were using a calendar set by 

the pups, and today was the second day of exploration. Yesterday, Silver had 

taken them out on the tundra to chase caribou and now they were bouncing 

around her, ready to go again. Kapu dashed off a few steps, came back, and 

spun in a circle. Silver finally gave the signal to go, and led him and the 

others down the hill-and out behind the pond.   



 

   Miyax watched them trot off to learn about the scent of caribou and the joy 

of chasing foxes. She wished she could learn such thing, too. Shouldering 

her peck, she wandered through the grasses in search of fuel, a much less 

exciting assignment. About an hour later she saw Silver and the pups and 

paused to watch them chase a lively young buck. Kapu ran with a skill that 

almost matched his mother's.  Miyax waved to them and started home.   

 

   As she rounded the pond she squinted at the sun again, for it had not 

climbed up the sky but was still sitting on the horizon. This worried her; it 

was later than she thought. Autumn was almost here. A glance across the 

barrens reaffirmed this. The flowers were gone; the birds flocked in great 

clouds, and among than were eider and old squaw ducks that kept to the 

rivers and beaches except when they migrated south. Finally, she saw, like 

hundreds of huge black fingers, the antlers of the caribou beyond the ant of 

the horizon. They were moving to their wintering ground ahead of the deep 

freeze and the snow.   

 

   She wondered why they passed so close to their enemies the wolves then 

recalled how -swiftly they could run. The young and the healthy ones did not 

fear the wolves, and the sick and the old were doomed in winter. Ha caribou 

had ban so infested with the larvae of nose flies it had not been able a eat. A 

weakling, it had become food to give strength both to her and to the wolves.   

 

   After storing her fuel she returned to the kill to cut off more strips to 

smoke. As she approached she saw Jello there and she felt uneasy, for the 

wolves had not touched the caribou since the night they had felled it. She 

liked to think they had given it to her.   

 

   Jello snarled. "That's not nice," she said. "Go away!" He growled fiercely 

and she realized she had not seen him with the rest of the pack for several 

sleeps. He was not even baby-sitting now, for the pups went out with their 

mother at night. She shouted again, for she needed every bite of that meat. 

Hearing anger in her voice he stood up, the hairs on his back rising 

menacingly. She backed away.   

 

   Hurrying to camp, she got out her man's knife and began to dig. Every 

Eskimo family had a deep cellar in the permafrost into which they put game. 

So cold is the ground that huge whales and caribou freeze overnight, 

preserved for the months to come. Miyax dug to the frost line, then whacked 



at the ice until, many hours later, she had chopped three feet into it. This was 

not the eighteen-foot deep cellar of her mother-in-law, but perhaps it would 

keep the rest of her food from Jello. Cautiously she went back to the kill. 

Jello was gone. Working swiftly, she chopped off the best pieces and 

dragged them to her refrigerator. Then she covered the hole with a large slab 

of sod.   

 

   She was heating a pot of stew when Kapu came around the hill with a bone 

in his mouth. Miyax laughed at the sight, for although he ran like an adult on 

the tundra, he was still a puppy with games on his mind. She lifted a chunk 

of cooked meat from the pot and held it out to her brother.   

 

   "It's good," she said.  "Try some Eskimo food." Kapu sniffed the meat, 

gulped, licked his jaws, and whined for more. She gave him a second bite; 

then Silver called and he trotted obediently home. A few minutes later he 

was back for another bite.   

 

   "Maybe you'll learn to like it so much, you'll travel with me," she said, and 

threw him another chunk of meat. "That would be nice, for I will be lonely 

without you." Kapu suddenly looked at her and pressed back his ears. She 

understood his problem instantly and danced lightly from one foot to the 

other.   

 

   "It's all right, Kapu," she said. "Amaroq has agreed that I can go on two 

feet. I am, after all, a person.    

 

   Unnumbered evenings later, when most of the meat was smoked, Miyax 

decided she had time to make herself a new mitten. She cut off a piece of the 

new caribou hide and was scraping it clean d fur when a snowstorm of 

cotton-grass seeds blew past her face. "Autumn," she whispered and scraped 

faster. She saw several birds on the sedges. They were twisting and turning 

and pointing their beaks toward the sun as they rook their readings and 

plotted their courses south.   

 

   With a start, Miyax noticed the sun. It was halfway below the horizon. 

Shading her eyes, she watched it disappear completely. The sky turned navy 

blue, the clouds turned bright yellow, and twilight was upon the land. The 

sun had set. In a few weeks the land would be white with snow and in three 

months the long Arctic night that lasted for sixty-six days would darken the 



top of the world. She tore a fiber from the skin, threaded her needle, and 

began to stitch the mitten.   

 

   About an hour later, the sun arose and marked the date for Miyax. It was 

August twenty-fourth, the day the North Star reached Barrow. Of this she 

was sure, for on that day the sun lingered below the horizon for about one 

hour. After that, the nights lengthened rapidly until November twenty-first, 

when the sun disappeared for the winter.   

 

   In bed that evening, Miyax's spirit was stirred by the seeding grass and the 

restless birds and she could not Jeep. She got up, stored some of the smoked 

meat in her pack, spread the rest in the sun to pack later, and hurried out to 

the caribou hide. She scraped all the fat from it and stuffed it in the bladder 

she had saved. The fat was excellent fuel, and gave light when burned. 

Finally she crept to her cellar for the rest of the meat and found Jello digging 

through the lid of sod.   

 

   "No!" she screamed. He snarled and came toward her. There was nothing 

to do but assert her authority. She rose to her feet and tapped the top of his 

nose with her man's knife. With that, he stuck his tail between his legs and 

slunk swiftly away, while Miyax stood still, surprised by the power she felt. 

The knife made her a predator, and a dangerous one.   

 

   Clutching her food, she ran home, banked the fire, and put the last of the 

meat on the coals. She was about to go to bed when Kapu bounced down her 

heave, leaped over her house, and landed silently by her side.   

 

   "Oh, wow!" she said. "I'm so glad to see you. Jello scares me to death 

these days." She reached into her pot for a piece of cooked meat for him and 

this time he ate from her fingers. Then he spanked the ground to play. 

Picking up a scrap from the mitten, she swung it around her head. Kapu 

leaped and snatched it so easily that she was startled. He was quick and 

powerful, an adult not a pup. She hesitated to chase him, and he bounded up 

the heave and dashed away.   

 

   The next morning when she went out to soften the hide by pounding and 

chewing it, she saw two bright eyes peering at her from behind the antlers, 

about all that was left of her caribou. The eyes belonged to an Arctic fox and 

she walked toward him upright to scare him away. He continued to gnaw the 

bones.   



 

   "Things are tough, eh, little fox?" she whispered. "I cannot drive you away 

from the food." At the sound of her voice, however, his ears twisted, his tail 

drooped, and he departed like a leaf on the wind. The fox's brown fur of 

summer was splotched with white patches, reminding Miyax again that 

winter was coming, for the fur of the fox changes each season to match the 

color of the land. He would soon be white, like the snow.   

 

   Before sundown the temperature dropped and Miyax crawled into her 

sleeping skin early. Hardly had she snuggled down in her furs when a wolf 

howled to the south.   

 

   "I am here!" Amaroq answered with a bark, and the distant wolf said 

something else-she did not know what. Then each pack counted off and 

when the totals were in, Miyax's wolves yipped among themselves as if 

discussing the tundra news-a pack of twelve wolves to the north. So wild 

had their voices been that Miyax crept to her door to call Kapu to come and 

ease her fears. She started with surprise. There by her pond was Amaroq. 

The wind was blowing his fur and his tribe was gathered around him, biting 

his chin, kissing his cheeks. With a sudden sprint he sped into the green 

shadows of sunrise and one by one his family fell in behind, according to 

their status in the pack. Nails ran second, then Silver, Kapu, Sister, Zit, Zat, 

Zing, and finally, far behind came Jello.   

 

   Miyax at last was sure of what had happened to Jello. He was low man on 

the totem pole, the bottom of the ladder. She recalled the day Amaroq had 

put him down and forced him to surrender, the many times Silver had made 

him go back and sit with the pups, and the times that Kapu had ignored his 

calls to come home to the den. He was indeed a lowly wolf- a poor spirit, 

with fears and without friends.   

 

   Scrambling to her feet she watched the pack run along the horizon, a· 

Bowing line of magnificent beasts, all-cooperating for the sake of each 

other, all wholly content-except Jello. He ran head down, low to the ground-

in the manner of the lone wolf.   

 

   "That is not good," she said aloud.   

 

   An Arctic tern skimmed low and she jumped to her feet, for it was flying 

with a determination that she had not seen in the birds all summer. Its white 



wings cut a flashing V against the indigo sky as it moved due south across 

the tundra. There was no doubt in her mind what that steady flight meant- 

the migration was on.   

 

   "Good-bye!" she called sadly. "Good-bye."   

 

   Another tern passed overhead, then another, and another. Miyax walked to 

the fireplace and threw on more fuel.   

 

   Amaroq howled in the distance, his royal voice ringing out in a firm 

command. Somehow, she felt, he was calling her. But she could not go on 

this hunt. She must finish smoking every morsel of meat. Hurriedly she 

picked up her markers and started off for more fuel.   

 

   Several hours later, her tights bulging with caribou chips, she saw the 

wolves again. Amaroq, Nails, and Silver were testing the herd and Kapu was 

pouncing and bouncing. She knew what that meant; the hour of the 

lemmings was returning. Of this she was sure; she had often seen the dogs, 

foxes, and children hop and jump after lemmings in this same laughable 

way.   

 

   "I'm glad to know that," she called to her friend, and hurried back to the 

fire.   

 

   As the chips glowed red, Miyax saw another Arctic tern flying the same 

route as the others. Quickly she drew its course across the mark on the 

ground to Fairbanks; then, peeling off a strip of sinew, she stood in the 

center of the X and held the ends of the thread in both hands. When one arm 

was pointing to the coast and the other was pointing in the direction the bird 

was taking, she cut off the remainder of the strip.   

 

   "There," she said, "I have a compass. I can't take the stones with me, but 

every time a tern flies over, I can line up one arm with him, stretch the sinew 

out, and my other hand will point to the coast and Point Barrow.   

 

   That night she unzipped a small pocket in her pack and took out a battered 

letter from Amy.   

 



   ... And when you get to San Francisco, we will buy you summer dresses, 

and because you like curls, we'll curt your hair. Then we'll ride the trolley to 

the theater and sit on velvet seats.   

 

   Mom says you can have the pink bedroom that looks over the garden and 

down on the bay and the Golden Gate Bridge.   

 

   When are you coming to San Francisco?   

 

   Your pen pal,   

 

   Amy   

 

   "The theater," she whispered, "and the Golden Gate Bridge." That night 

she slept with the letter under her cheek.   

 

   In the evening of the following day Miyax hastily put on her clothes and 

crawled up the frost heave. Like a good puppy she got down on her stomach.   

 

   "Amaroq," she called. "I'm ready to go when you are!"   

 

   The wind blew across the wolf den, shattering the heads of the cotton grass 

and shooting their seedlets south with the birds. No one answered. The 

wolves were gone.    

 

PART II 

 

 

MIYAX, THE GIRL 

 

   THE WIND, THR EMPTY SKY, THE DESERTED EARTH-- Miyax had 

felt the bleakness of being left behind once before.   

 

   She could not remember her mother very well, for Miyax was scarcely 

four when she died, but she did remember the day of her death. The wind 

was screaming wild high notes and hurling ice-filled waves against the 

beach. Kapugen was holding her hand and they were walking. When she 

stumbled he put her on his shoulders, and high above the beach she saw 

thousands of birds diving toward the sea. The jaegers screamed and the 



sandpipers cried. The feathered horns of the comical puffins drooped low, 

and Kapugen told her they seemed to be grieving with him.   

 

   She saw this, but she was not sad. She was divinely happy going 

somewhere alone with Kapugen. Occasionally he climbed the cliffs and 

brought her eggs to eat; occasionally he took her in his arms and leaned 

against a rock. She slept at times in the warmth of his big sealskin parka. 

Then they walked on. She did not know how far.   

 

   Later, Kapugen's Aunt Martha told her that he had last his mind the day 

her mother died. He had grabbed Miyax up and walked out of his fine house 

in Mekoryuk. He had left his important job as manager of the reindeer herd, 

and he had left all his possessions.   

 

   "He walked you al the way to seal camp," Martha told her. "And he never 

did anything good after that."   

 

   To Miyax the years at seal camp were infinitely good. The scenes and 

events were beautiful color spots in her memory. Them was Kapugen's little 

house of driftwood, not far from the beach. It was rosy-gray an the outside. 

Inside, it was gold-brown. Walrus tusks gleamed and drums, harpoons, and 

man's knives decorated the walls. The sea skin kayak beside the door glowed 

as if the moon had been stretched across it and its graceful ribs shone Hack. 

Dark gold and soft brown were the old men who sat around Kapugen's camp 

stove and talked to him by day and night.   

 

   The ocean was green and white, and was rimmed by fur, for she saw it 

through Kapugen's hood as she rode to sea with him on his beck inside the 

parka. Through this frame she saw the soft eyes of the seals on the ice. 

Kapugen's beck would grow taut as he lifted his arms and fired his gun. 

Then the ice would turn red.   

 

   The celebration of the Bladder Feast was many colors-black, blue, purple, 

fire-red; but Kapugen's hand around hers was rose-colored and that was the 

color of her memory of the Feast. A shaman, an old priestess whom 

everyone called "the bent woman, danced. Her face was streaked with black 

soot. When she finally bowed, a fiery spirit came out of the dark wearing a 

huge mask that jingled and terrified Miyax. Once, in sheer bravery, she 

peeked up under a mask and saw that the dancer was not a spirit at all but 

Naka, Kapugen's serious partner. She whispered his name and he laughed, 



took off his mask, and sat down beside Kapugen. They talked and the old 

men joined them. Later that day Kapugen blew up seal bladders and he and 

the old men carried them out on the ice. There they dropped them into the 

sea, while Miyax watched and listened to their songs. When she came back 

to camp the bent woman told her that the men had returned the bladders to 

the seals.   

 

   "Bladders hold the spirits of the animals," she said. "Now the spirits can 

enter the bodies of the newborn seas and keep them safe until we harvest 

them again." That night the bent woman seemed al violet- colored as she tied 

a piece of seal fur and blubber to Miyax's belt. "It's an i'noGo tied," she said. 

"It's a nice little spirit for you."   

 

   Another memory was flickering-yellow-it was of the old men beating their 

drums around Kapugen's stove. She saw them through a scarf of tiny crystals 

that was her breath on the cold night air inside the house.   

 

   Naka and Kapugen were on their hands and knees, prancing lightly, 

moving swiftly. When Naka tapped Kapugen's chin with his head, Kapugen 

rose to his knees. He threw back his head, then rocked back on his heels. 

Naka sat up and together they sang the song of the wolves. When the dance 

was over the old men cheered and beat their paddle like drums.   

 

   "You are wolves, you are real wolves," they had cried.   

 

   After that Kapugen told her about the wolves he had known on the 

mainland when he went to high school in Nome. He and his jolting partner 

would hunt the wilderness for months, calling to the wolves, speaking their 

language to ask where the game was. When they were successful, they 

returned to Nome with sled-loads of caribou.   

 

   "Wolves ate brotherly," he said. "They low each other, and if you learn to 

speak to than, they will low you too."   

 

   He told her that the birds and animals all had languages and if you listened 

and watched them you could learn about their enemies, where their food lay 

and when big storms were coming.   

 

   A silver memory was the day when the sun came over the horizon for the 

first time in winter. She was at the beach, close to Kapugen, helping him 



haul in a huge gleaming net. In it was a beautiful white whale. Out of sight 

on the other side of the whale, she could hear the old men as they cheered 

this gift from the sea.   

 

   The whale was a mountain so high she could not see the cliffs beyond, 

only the sunlit clouds. Kapugen's huge, black, frostbitten hand seemed small 

as it touched the great body of the whale.   

 

   Not far away the bent woman was dancing and gathering invisible things 

from the air. Miyax was frightened but Kapugen explained that she was 

putting the spirit of the whale in her i'noco tied.   

 

   "She will return it to the sea and the whales," he said.   

 

   Walking the tundra with Kapugen was all laughter and fun. He would hail 

the blue sky and shout out his praise for the grasses and hushes. On these 

trips they ate salmon berries, then lay in the sun watching the birds. 

Sometimes Kapugen would whistle sandpiper songs and the birds would dip 

down to see, which of their members had gotten lost in the grass. When they 

saw him and darted away, Kapugen would laugh.   

 

   Fishing with Kapugen was murky-tan in her memory, for they would wade 

out into the river mouth where the stone weirs were built and drive the fish 

into nets between the walls. Kapugen would spear them or grab them in his 

hand and throw them to the men in the wooden boats. Occasionally he 

skimmed after the biggest cod and halibut in his kayak and he would whoop 

with joy when he caught one and would hold it above his head. It gleamed as 

it twisted in the sun.   

 

   Summers at seal camp were not as beautiful to Miyax as the autumns and 

winters, for during this reason many families from Mekoryuk came to Nash 

Harbor to hunt and fish and Kapugen was busy. Sometimes he helped people 

set nets; sometimes he scouted the ocean in his kayak as he searched for seal 

colonies.   

 

   During these hours Miyax was left with the other children on the beach. 

She played tag and grass bell with them and she pried prickly sea urchins off 

the rocks, to eat the sweet meat inside. Often she dug for clams and when 

Kapugen returned he would crack them open and smack his lips as he 

swallowed them whole.   



 

   The Eskimos from Mekoryuk spoke English almost all the time. They 

called her father Charlie Edwards and Miyax was Julie, for they all had two 

names, Eskimo and English. Her mother had also called her Julie, so she did 

not mind her summer name until one day when Kapugen called her that. She 

stomped her foot and told him her name was Miyax. "I am Eskimo, not a 

gussak!" she had said, and he had tossed her into the air and hugged her to 

him.   

 

   "Yes, you are Eskimo," he had said. "And never forget it. We live as no 

other people can, for we truly understand the earth."   

 

   But winters always returned. Blizzards came and the temperatures dropped 

to thirty and forty below zero, and those who stayed at hunting camp spoke 

only in Eskimo and did only Eskimo things. They scraped hides, mended 

boots, made boats, and carved walrus tusks. In the evenings Kapugen sang 

and danced with the old men, and all of their songs and dances were about 

the sea and the land and the creatures that dwelled there.   

 

   One year, probably in September, for the canvas tents were down and the 

campground almost empty, Kapugen came into the house with a seal skin. It 

was a harbor seal, but had so few spots that it was a rare prize.   

 

   "We must make you a new coat," he had said. "You are getting big. Since 

your mother is not here to help us, I will do her work. Now watch and 

learn."   

 

   The skin was metallic silver-gold and so beautiful that even the velveteen 

parkas of the children from Mekoryuk paled by comparison. Miyax stroked 

it lovingly as Kapugen lay ha old coat upon it and began to cut a larger one. 

As he worked he hummed, and she made up words about the seal who 

wanted to be a coat. Presently they became aware of the distant throb of a 

motorboat. The sound grew louder, then shut off at the beach. Footsteps 

crunched, the cold air rushed in the door, and there was Martha, Kapugen's 

aunt. She was thin and her face was pinched. Miyax disliked her 

immediately, but was spared the necessity of speaking nicely to her, for 

Martha had words only for Kapugen.   

 

   She talked swiftly in English, which Miyax barely understood, and she 

was angry and upset. Martha shook her finger at Kapugen and glanced at 



Miyax from time to time. The two were arguing very loudly when Martha 

pulled a sheet of paper from her pocket and showed it to Kapugen.   

 

   "No!" he shouted.   

 

   "We'll see!" Martha screamed, turned around, and went toward the boat 

where a white man waited. Kapugen followed her and stood by the boat, 

taking to the man for a long time.   

 

   The next morning Miyax was awakened as Kapugen lifted her up in his 

arms and held her close. Gently he pushed the hair out of her eyes and, 

speaking softly in Eskimo, told her she was going #, live with Aunt Martha.   

 

   'There's a law that says you must go to school ... and I guess you should. 

You're nine years old. And I must go to war. The government is fighting 

somewhere."   

 

   Miyax grabbed him around the neck, but did not protest. It never occurred 

to her that anything that Kapugen decided was not absolutely perfect. She 

whimpered however.   

 

   "Listen closely," he said. "If anything happens to me, and if you are 

unhappy, when you are thirteen you can leave Aunt Martha by marrying 

Daniel, Naka's son. Naka is going to Barrow on the Arctic Ocean. I shall 

make arrangements with him. He is like me, an old-time Eskimo who likes 

our traditions. He will agree.   

 

   Miyax listened carefully, then he put her down and hastily packed her 

bladder-bag, wrapped her in an oilskin against the wild spray of the sea, and 

carried her to the boat. She sat down beside Martha and stared bravely at 

Kapugen. The motor started and Kapugen looked at her until the boat 

moved, then he turned his back and walked quickly away. The launch sped 

up a huge wave, slammed down into a foaming trough, and Kapugen was no 

longer visible.   

 

   With that Miyax became Julie. She was given a cot near the door in 

Martha's little house and was soon walking to school in the darkness. She 

liked to learn the printed English words in books, and so a month passed 

rather happily.   

 



   One morning when the air was cold and the puddles around the house were 

solid ice, an old man from seal camp arrived at the door. He spoke softly to 

Martha, then pulled his hood tightly around his face and went away. Martha 

came to Miyax's bed.   

 

   "Your father," she said, "went seal hunting in that ridiculous kayak. He has 

been gone a month this day. He will not be back. Bits of his kayak washed 

up on the shore." Martha stumped to the fire and turned her back.   

 

   Julie ran out of the house into the dark morning. She darted past the store, 

the reindeer-packing house, the church. She did not stop until she came to 

the beach. There she crouched among the oil drums and looked out on the 

sea.   

 

   The wind blew across the water, shattering the tips of the waves and 

shooting ice sparkles north with the storm. "Kapugen!" she called. No one 

answered. Kapugen was gone. The earth was empty and bleak.    

 

   GRADUALLY JULIE PUSHED KAPUGEN OUT OF HER heart and 

accepted the people of Mekoryuk. The many years in seal camp alone with 

Kapugen had been dear and wonderful, but she realized now that she had 

lived a strange life. The girls her age could speak and write English and they 

knew the names of presidents, astronauts, and radio and movie personalities, 

who lived below the top of the world. Maybe the Europeans once thought 

the earth was flat, but the Eskimos always knew it was round. One only 

needed to look at the earth's relatives, the sun and the moon, to know that.   

 

   One day as she walked home across the snowy town she caught up with 

her schoolmates, Judith and Rose. Their hoots squeaked in the cold and their 

voices sounded far away, for the temperature was far below zero. Judith 

invited her into her house and the three of them huddled close to the oil 

stove. Judith and Rose chatted, but Julie's eyes wandered around the room 

and she saw for the first time a gas cooking stove, a couch, framed pictures 

on the wall, and curtains of cotton print. Then Judith took her into her own 

room and she beheld a Led with a head- board, a table, and a reading lamp. 

On the table lay a little chain on which hung a dog, a hat, and a boat. This 

she was glad to see-something familiar.   

 

   "What a lovely i'noco tied!" Julie said politely.   

 



   "A what?" asked Judith. Julie repeated the Eskimo word for the house of 

the spirits.   

 

   Judith snickered. "That's a charm bracelet," she said. Rose giggled and 

both laughed derisively. Julie felt the Mood rush to her face as she met, for 

the first but not the last time, the new attitudes of the Americanized 

Eskimos. She had much to learn besides reading. That night she threw her 

i'noGo tied away.   

 

   English and math came easily to her, and by the end of the year Julie was 

reading and writing. That summer she worked at the mission beside the 

church sweeping the floor and greeting the visitors from the lower states 

who came to see real Eskimos. She read the encyclopedia when there was 

nothing else to do.   

 

   The next year Julie worked at the hospital on weekends. After school she 

cut out dresses in the domestic science room and sewed them on the electric 

machines. She bobbed her hair and put it in rollers to make the ends curl.   

 

   One Sunday, as she was coming home from the hospital, a jeep pulled up 

beside her and a gussak hailed her. He leaned on the steering wheel, a warm 

smile on his face.   

 

   "I'm Mr. Pollock. I own stock in the Reindeer Corporation here on the 

island," he said. "And I have a daughter your age. The last thing she asked 

me before I left San Francisco was to find a girl in the town of Mekoryuk on 

Nunivak Island and ask if she would like to exchange letters. How about 

being her pen pal?"   

 

   Julie needed no explanation for that term. Many letters came into the 

mission from children in the States who wanted to write letters. She had 

never done so before, but now she was ready.   

 

   "I would like that," she answered.   

 

   "My daughter's name is Amy," he said, taking a letter from his inside 

pocket.  "She told me to give this to the nicest girl I could find-and that's 

you, with your twinkling eyes and rosy cheeks.   

 



   Julie smiled and slowly took the extended letter, then skipped off to open it 

in the privacy of the mission library. She was enchanted by what she read:   

 

   Hello, my new friend,   

 

   I am Amy Pollock and I have blue eyes and brown hair. Next month I will 

be twelve years old, and I hope I'll be five feet tall by then. I have a quarter 

of an inch to go. I wear a size nine dress and a size six shoe, which my 

mother finds embarrassingly big. Frankly, I like my big feet. They get me up 

and down the steep hills of San Francisco and shoot me through the water 

like a frog when I swim. I am in the eighth grade and am studying French. I 

hate it, but would like to learn Eskimo. My father goes to Alaska often and 

he has taught me a few words. They are pretty words that sound like bells, 

but I can't spell them. Can you? How do you spell the word for "daylight? 

Quaq?   

 

   I take dancing lessons, which I love, and I also like to play baseball with 

the kids that line on our hill. When I grow up I think I'll be a dancer, but it is 

an awful lot of work. One of the dancers at the San Francisco Opera House 

said so, so maybe I'll be a schoolteacher like my aunt and have the whole 

summer off. Last month at school we saw your island on a television show. It 

was so beautiful, with the birds flying over it and the flowers blooming on its 

hills, that I wanted to write to someone who lives there, a girl like me.   

 

   Here is a picture of my house. That is me standing on one foot on the patio 

wall. Please write soon.   

 

   Amy   

 

   P.S. When me you coming to live with us in San Francisco?   

 

   Julie folded the letter and whispered to herself: "Daylight is spelled A-M-

Y."   

 

   The wonders of Mekoryuk dimmed as weekly letters from Amy arrived. 

Julie learned about television, sports cars, blue jeans, bikinis, hero 

sandwiches, and wall-to-wall carpeting in the high school Amy would soon 

be attending. Mekoryuk had no high school. The Eskimo children of the 

more prosperous families were sent to the mainland for further schooling, 



something which Aunt Martha could not afford. But, she thought if she 

married Daniel, perhaps Naka could send her to school.   

 

   As the winter passed, Martha became irritated with her. She nagged Julie 

for wearing her hair short, and complained about Judith. "She's disrespectful 

of her parents," she snapped. "And she's bad." That's all she would say 

except, "The old ways are best."   

 

   After that Martha gave her chores to do on week- ends and refused to let 

her attend the movies with her friends. The winter nights in the dark little 

house became nightmares. Julie waited for letters from Amy and the call 

from Naka.   

 

   The call came suddenly. One morning in June as Julie was dressing to go 

to the store, the head of the Indian Affairs in Mekoryuk appeared at the door. 

He explained that Naka had written, requesting Julie to come to Barrow and 

marry his son.   

 

   "You are now thirteen," the man said, "and I have in my files an agreement 

for this arrangement signed by Kapugen and Naka." Martha sputtered and 

whispered in ha ear that she could say no if she wanted to.   

 

   "The old ways are best," Julie said, and Martha could nor protest,   

 

   The next day transportation was arranged for her by the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs and Julie packed her few possessions in a moose hide bag and 

walked to the airport with Martha. The old lady dragged behind, taking slow 

steps, and by the time they reached the airport she was limping.   

 

   "What shall I do when I'm too crippled to get out of bed?" she said angrily. 

Julie was about to remind her how strong her legs had been a few hours ago, 

but had time to say no mom than good-bye. The pilot himself escorted her 

up the steps into the gleaming cabin and showed her how to fasten ha sat belt   

 

   Cautiously she looked at the upholstery, the overhead lights, the open door 

to the pilot's cabin-then she closed her eyes. She was afraid the plane could 

not really fly. The engines roared, the ship moved, and minutes later she 

opened her eyes to see the houses of Nunivak shrink to specks and the island 

grow smaller and smaller. When it was but a jewel in the sea, she touched 

her seat and ha armrest and stared down at herself.   



 

   "I'm sitting in the sky!" she said to the man beside her. He winked and she 

pressed her head against the window. She was an eagle seeking out new 

pinnacles. After a long time the relaxed and her wonder at the miraculous 

airship changed to curiosity.   

 

   "What makes us stay up here?'' she asked the man.   

 

   "That's not a good question," he said, and she lapsed into silence. The 

plane landed in Anchorage, then Fairbanks. Here she was put on another 

plane, a smaller one-the only one that flew to remote Barrow.   

 

   Rugged mountain passes and valleys passed below her; the trees became 

smaller and more scarce, then disappeared entirely as the craft shot out over 

the North Slope and the pilot announced that they were crossing the Arctic 

Circle. The gussaks cheered and opened bottles to toast the mythical line, 

but hardly had they-taken sips than the windows became white and the plane 

was bumping along through a summa fog.   

 

   They made wide circles over Barrow for an hour and a half before the pilot 

announced they would try once more to find an opening in the fog, then head 

back to Fairbanks. Julie had her nose pressed tightly to the window, for she 

could see the long threads that spoke of a clearing. Suddenly Barrow 

appeared be low, is houses huddled against the ice piled shore like a cluster 

of lonely birds.   

 

   As the plane began is descent into Barrow, Julie could see in the distance 

the cowers of the Distant Early Warning System that marked the presence of 

the military in Barrow, and a narrow toed along the coast that led to a group 

of buildings. The pilot announced that they belonged to the Navy and the 

University of Alaska. "The Arctic Research Laboratory," he said, "where 

scientists study the Arctic. People from al over the world come here to 

investigate the top of the world. We now know a lot about living in the 

cold."   

 

   The wheels struck the runway and the plane pulled up by a small wooden 

house on the tundra, the terminal building. For a moment Julie had 

misgivings about her fate; then the stewardess brought her cat and escorted 

her to the door. She looked down at two people she knew must be Naka and 

his wife, Nusan. Daniel was hiding behind them. Slowly Julie walked dawn 



the steps, crested the stretch of macadam and took Naka's hand. He was 

dressed in a Navy Arctic held jacket and his eyes were dark and smiling. She 

remembered those eyes from her color wheel of memories and she felt 

better.   

 

   Nusan was dressed in a kuspuck trimmed with Japanese lace flowers and 

she was smiling at Julie. They had not met before. Nusan had never gone to 

seal camp. Then Julie saw Daniel. She knew from his grin and dull eyes that 

something was wrong with him. Nusan must have seen the disappointment 

that dashed over her face, for she put her arm around Julie.   

 

   "Daniel has a few problems," she said quickly. "But he's a very good boy, 

and he's a good corker. He cleans the animal cages at the research lab. He 

will be like a brother to you."   

 

   With those words Julie relaxed, and pushed him out of her mind. He would 

just be a brother. That was fine. She looked at the little houses surrounded 

by beets, oil drums, tires, buckets, broken cars, and rags and bags, and 

happily followed her new patents home.   

 

   The very next day, however, to Julie's surprise, there was a wedding. The 

minister came to Naka's house with two strangers and Nusan took Julie into 

the kitchen and gave her a beautiful sealskin suit. She helped her to dress. 

Daniel put on a dark blue shirt and gussak pants. They were told to stand in 

the doorway between the living mom and kitchen, and the minister began to 

read. Daniel grasped her hand. It was as clammy with anxiety as hers. She 

stared at the door wondering if Kapugen had known that Daniel was dull. 

She would not believe he did.   

 

   When the reading was over Daniel escaped to the kitchen and sat on his 

bed. He began to tinker with a radio and mumble to himself. Naka walked 

outside with the minister and the two strangers, and Nusan sat down at her 

sewing machine.   

 

   "I've got to finish these boots for a tourist," she said. "Make yourself at 

home." The sewing machine hummed and the radio droned on. Julie stepped 

out- side and sat down on an oil drum. The streets were hushed for it was the 

rest hour. She did not know how long she sat in quiet terror, but it was a long 

time. Presently a little girl came around a rusted ship's engine, pulling a 

smaller girl by the hand.   



 

   "Come on," she ordered the reluctant child. "It's time for the blanket toss." 

As they hurried along, other children gathered from all directions and 

clustered in front of the community house. Several men unfolded a huge 

skin. Eskimos and tourists took hold of it. A child got in the center, bounced, 

and then was flipped twenty feet up in the air, like a toy rocket. Giggling, the 

child kicked her feet as if she were running, and came gracefully down.    

 

   Julie looked away. Snow buntings whirled around the house, a Arctic tern 

dressed over the ocean, and the waver lapped the ice that war piled high on 

the shore. She was desperately homesick for Mekoryuk. She dropped her 

head on her knees.   

 

   "Julie?" a tall girl tapped her arm. "I'm Pearl Norton, Pani NalaGan." She 

began speaking in Innuit. Julie shook her head.   

 

   "We'd better use English," she said. Pearl nodded and laughed.  

 

   "I said, 'Let's go to the quonset.' " Julie jumped to ha fat ad followed Pearl 

around a broken box, over a battered auto door, and into an alley. In silence 

they passel the wooden hotel, where a tourist was huddled on the porch out 

of the wind; then they stepped onto the main street, where the scares stood. 

Crossing the street they entered an enormous quonset hut. When Julie's eyes 

had adjusted to the dim light she could see a dozen or more young men and 

girls, some in blue leans and hid jackets, some in kuspuks and pekas. Thy 

wee mated at tables or leaning against pinball machines as they listened to 

rock and roll music. Pearl bought a Coke, got two straws, and they sat down 

at a table near the door.   

 

   "I know how you feel, Julie. I was married last year," Paul began. "Don't 

pay any attention to it. No one does. All you have to do is leave the house or 

run away and everything's forgotten. Most of the arrangements are for 

convenience. I'm sure you are here to help Nusan make parkas and mittens 

for the tourists." Pearl leaned back. "Even in the old days they didn't make 

kids stick with these marriages if they didn't like each other. They just 

drifted apart.   

 

   Julie listened, her head swimming in confusion ... Daniel, marriage, 

parkas, tourists, jukeboxes, pinball machines... divorce.   

 



   "I must go," Julie said. "Can I talk to you again?"   

 

   "I'll meet you here tomorrow. All the kids come here to have fun." Daniel 

was gone when Julie stepped into the kitchen and nervously glanced around.   

 

   "Do you know how to sew?" Nusan yelled from the Boor where she was 

cutting a short length of rabbit fur.   

 

   "A little," Julie answered as she unzipped her coat and folded it carefully.   

 

   "You shall know a lot when I'm through with you," Nusan replied and 

pointed to a large box in the coma. "Yard goods and rickrack. We have to 

make thirty parkas for the airlines by the end of the month. They lend them 

to the tourists who come here. None of them know how to dress. They'd 

freeze without parkas." Nusan threaded a needle and whipped the rabbit fur 

onto the top of a mukluk. She glanced up at Julie.   

 

   "You'll do nicely," she said. "You're smart and you're Pretty.   

 

   Julie saw little of Daniel that summer and even less of him after school 

started. And so, by October she was beginning to enjoy her new home. She 

cooked and sewed for Nusan, studied at night, and had a few hours in the 

afternoon when she met Pearl at the quonset.   

 

   As the months passed, the letters from Amy became the most important 

thing in Julie's life and the house in San Francisco grew more real than the 

house in Barrow. She knew each flower on the hill where Amy's house 

stood, each brick in the wall around the garden, and each tall blowing tree. 

She also knew the curls in the wrought-iron gate, and how many steps led up 

to the big front door; she could almost see the black-and-white tile on the 

floor - of the foyer. If she closed her eyes she could imagine the arched 

doorway, the Persian rug on the living- room door, the yellow chairs and the 

huge window that looked over the bay. Radios, lamps, coffee tables -all 

these she could see. And if she shut her eyes tight, she could feel Amy's 

hand in her hand and hear Amy's big feet tap the sidewalk.   

 

   The second floor was always fun to dream about. At the top of the winding 

stairs four doors opened upon rooms lit with sunshine. And one was the pink 

room, the one that would be hers when she got to San Francisco.   

 



   DURING THE WINTER JULIE CAME TO UNDERSTAND Naka. At 

first she thought he had a very important job, for he would be gone for days, 

often weeks, and be very tired and angry when he came home. He slept 

sometimes for two days. But when the subzero weather set in, Naka stayed 

home, and Julie realized that he did not work at all. He drank. The more he 

drank the angrier he became. Sometimes he struck Nusan; more often he 

picked a fight with his neighbor. Finally, numbness would overcome him ad 

he would drop oil the bed like a huge limp seat and sleep for days.   

 

   When he awoke he would be pleasant again, sitting in the fur- and scrap-

filled room, making moose- hide masks for the summer tourist trade. He 

would sing the old songs of seal camp, and tell Julie about the animals that 

he and Kapugen had known. On those occasions, she would understand why 

Kapugen had loved him.   

 

   One night he struck Nusan over and over again. When she screamed and 

hit beck, Julie ran to the quonset to look for pearl. She was not there, but in a 

corner sat Russell, the young man who had been campaigning around the 

village, begging the Eskimos to vote "No" on requests for liquor licenses by 

the local restaurants.     

 

   Julie sat down. "Naka is evil again," she said. "His spirit has Bed."   

 

   Russell nodded. "He, like many others, cannot tolerate alcohol. There's a 

man from San Francisco who does lots of business in Alaska. He has been 

able to help people like Naka. He helped my father. And me," Russell added. 

"Now we all join together and help each other not to drink. But Naka must 

agree m see him. If he does I'll try to get in touch with-"   

 

   Julie leaned forward, knowing erectly what Russell was going to say. "Mr. 

Pollock," she whispered.   

 

   "Ee-lie. How did you know?"   

 

   The pink room in San Francisco a new dimension.   

 

   January twenty-fourth was a day of celebration. Beginning about the 

twenty-first, the top of the world began to glow like an eclipse as the sun 

circled just below the horizon. The Americans began to smile and the 



Eskimos put away their winter games of yo-yo- and darts. Excitement 

mounted higher and higher each day.   

 

   The morning of the twenty-fourth Julie and Pearl ran all the way to school, 

for this was the most beautiful day of the year, the day of the sunrise.   

 

   Just before noon Julie and her classmates pot on their parkas and mittens 

and skipped out the school door in awesome silence. The gussak principal 

was already outside watching the southeastern sky anxiously. His face 

seemed to say he really did not believe the miracle would happen.   

 

   "There it is!" a little boy shouted, as a brilliant light, first green then red, 

exploded on the horizon. Slowly the life-giving star arose until it was round 

and burning red in the sky. The Eskimos lifted their arms and turned their 

palms to the source of all life. Slowly, without any self-consciousness, every 

gussak raised his arms, too. Not one person snickered at the old Eskimo 

tradition.   

 

   For on hour and a half the sun moved above the horizon, reminding the 

Eskimos that the birds and mammals would come back, that the snow would 

melt, and that the great ice pack that pressed against the shore would begin 

to retreat and set them free to hunt and fish.   

 

   Even on Nunivak there was no such wonderful day, for the sun appeared 

for a little while every day of the year.   

 

   "Bright sun, I missed you so," Julie whispered, and her palms felt vibrant 

with life.   

 

   The little house in Barrow became home as Julie fitted into Nusan's 

routine, and summer was upon the land before she knew it. Tourists arrived 

at the hotel every day; the research lab buzzed with activity. Julie stitched, 

sewed, and occasionally visited Pearl and her family.   

 

   Late one evening Nusan came back from the store. "Naka's in jail," she 

said angrily. "I've got to go get him. Finish these mukluks." She pointed. "A 

man wants them tomorrow." She hurried out the door and Julie picked up the 

boots. She was cutting a tiny black square to sew into the intricate band at 

the tap when the door opened and Daniel came in.   

 



   She did not look up, for she knew his routine. He would fix himself a TV 

dinner, open a Coke, and sit on his cat listening to the radio.   

 

   "You!" he shouted. She looked up in surprise.     

 

   "You. You're my wife."   

 

   "Daniel, what's wrong?"   

 

   "They're laughing at me. That's what's wrong. They say, 'Ha, ha. Dumb 

Daniel. He's got a wife and he can't mate ha. Ha.' "   

 

   He pulled her to her feet and pressed his lips against her mouth. She pulled 

away.   

 

   "We don't have to," she cried.   

 

   "They're laughin'," he repeated, and tore her dress from her shoulder. She 

clutched it and pulled away. Daniel grew angry. He tripped her and followed 

her to the floor. His lips curled back and his tongue touched her mouth. 

Crashing her with his body, he twisted her down onto the floor. He was a 

frightened as she.   

 

   The room spun, and grew blurry. Daniel cursed, kicked violently, and lay 

still. Suddenly he got to his feet and ran out of the house. "Tomorrow, 

tomorrow I can, I can, can, can, ha ha," he bleated piteously.   

 

   Julie rolled to her stomach and vomited. Slowly she got to her feet. "When 

far seizes," she whispered, "change what you are doing. You are doing 

something wrong."   

 

   She got her red tights from a box on the shelf, slipped into a warm shirt, 

and put on her wedding parka and pants. Next she opened a box under the 

bed and picked out a pair of warm woolen socks. Shoving ha feet into h 

boots she had and knotted them. Daniel's old pack was under his cot. She got 

that then opened a cardboard box by the stove and took out her man's knife 

and ulo, which she had brought, from Nunivak. Then she grabbed handfuls 

of wooden matches and dropped than into a moisture- proof cookie can.   

 



   She opened the door and walked calmly through the midnight light to 

Pearl's house. Sterling quietly pat her sleeping brothers and parents, she 

crept into Pearl's mom.   

 

   "Pearl, I'm leaving," Julie whispered.   

 

   Almost instantly Pearl was awake. "Daniel?"   

 

   Julie nodded. "He is dumb. Everyone's teasing him."   

 

   Pearl slipped out of bad and together they crept to the kitchen. When the 

door was closed Pearl sat down.   

 

   "Where are you going?"   

 

   "I won't tell you. Then they won't bother you. I need food."   

 

   Pearl glanced at the shelves above the stove and pushed a box under them; 

she took down bread, cheeses, dried fruits, meats, and a bag of oats and 

sugar.   

 

   'That's fine" Julie said. "I only need enough for a week or so. But I need to 

borrow a sleeping skin and ground cloth. I'll mail them back when I get 

where I'm going."    

 

   Pearl slipped out to the shed and came back with the sleeping skin and 

hide.   

 

   "They're a wedding present" She smiled. "You can keep them. No one uses 

these old-timers."   

 

   "Some needles, please," Julie said, "and that'll be all." Stuffing the 

sleeping skin into ha peck, she tied the caribou hide to the bottom and 

shouldered her load.   

 

   "Are you sure you'll be all right?" Pearl asked.   

 

   "My father was a great hunter. He taught me much. If Nusan asks where I 

am, tell her you saw me walking out on the ice. She won't look for me long 

after that."   



 

   With a sob Julie threw her arms around Pearl, then stepped out the door 

and closed it quietly be hind her. She walled to the beach, climbed onto the 

ice, and looked back. No one was on the street but a single tourist who was 

photographing the sun in the sky. His back was to her. Julie ducked below 

the ice rim and made her way along it on hands and fat until she was beyond 

the village and out of sight of the rooftops of barrow. Then she stood up and 

looked at the ocean.   

 

   "Julie is gone," she said. "I am Miyax now."   

 

   She leaped lightly up the bank ad onto the tundra. Her stride opened wider 

and wider, for she was-on ha way to San Francisco.   

 

 

PART III 

 

Kapugen, the hunter 

 

   THE MEMORIES VANISHED. THE WIND SCREAMED 

oooooooooeeeeeeeeeee. Miyax touched the lichens on the top of her frost 

heave.   

 

   "Amaroq," she called again, then ran down the slope and climbed to the 

wolf den. The site was silent and eerie and the puppies' playground was 

speckled with bleached bones like tombstones in a graveyard.   

 

   She picked one up and saw that it was jagged with the marks of little teeth. 

With some carving, it could be made into the comb she had been wanting. 

Glancing around, she saw the club-like base of an antler. "A weapon," she 

said. "I may need it."   

 

   A snowy owl floated past, turning his head as he peered down at her 

curiously.   

 

   "I'll see you in San Francisco," she called. He set his eyes on some distant 

goal, bowed his wings, and flew southward as silently as the shadow he cast.   

 

   The wind twisted a strand of her hair, and as she stood on the wolf hill she 

felt the presence of the great animals she had lived with: Amaroq, Nails, 



Silver, Kapu. She wondered if she would ever see them again. The wind 

gusted; she turned and walked slowly back home, trailing her fingers on the 

tips of the sedges and thinking about her departure. At the top of her frost 

heave, she froze in her tracks. Her house was crushed in and her sleeping 

skins were torn and strewn over the grass. The meat she had laid out on the 

grass was gone. Her icebox was opened and empty.   

 

   "Ayi!" she cried. "My food! My life! I'm dead!" Running from broken 

house to dumped cooking pot to icebox, she felt needles of fear move up her 

spine, spread into her arms, and pierce her whole body. Who had done this? 

What bestial creature had taken her food? She looked desperately around 

and saw, crouched in the reeds almost beside her, the angry Jello. His tail 

was swishing slowly, his ears were forward. She understood his message and 

stepped back. Then she knew that was wrong; she must not give in. Hand 

tightening on the antler club, brandishing it, growling; she Bung herself 

upon him and bit the top of his nose. His eyes widened, his ears and body 

drooped, and his tail went between his legs. He groveled on his belly and 

came up to her smiling, head lowered humbly.   

 

   Desperate, furious, she lunged at him. Jello rolled to his back and Bashed 

the white hair of surrender. She did not strike; she could not strike a coward.   

 

   "Jello!" she cried. "Why? Why did you do it?"   

 

   Holding him in abeyance with the antler, she glanced around the ruins of 

her home and took stock of the damage. All the food in the cellar and on the 

ground was gone, and her pack was not in sight. Brandishing her weapon, 

growling at Jello, she backed toward the sod house, kicked back the ruins, 

and saw the pack under the crushed roof. It was intact. Jello had not found 

the meat in it. Her mind raced. She had a little food and Kapu had told her 

that the lemmings were coming back. She could yet make it.   

 

   "Gnarlllllllll," she snapped at Jello and lowered her club. He rolled over, 

stood up and, tail between his legs, fled into the twilight.   

 

   When he was gone she stood for a long time. Finally she picked up her 

sleeping skin and tore a fiber from the new hide. She got out her needle and, 

sitting with her legs out straight in the manner of Eskimo women, began to 

sew.   

 



   A lemming ran across a lichen patch. She stopped working and watched 

the little animal add a mouthful of grass to its round nest. A movement 

caught her eye and she glanced up to see a least weasel washing his belly on 

the other side of the knell. New white fur was splotched across his gold 

beck. He finished his toilet, and when he sat down he disappeared under the 

reindeer moss. "You are tiny," she said and smiled. Another cycle was 

beginning. The animals who preyed on the lemmings were also coming 

back.   

 

   Miyax put her needle away, rolled her ground skin into a tight bundle, and 

tied it to the bottom of the pack. Then she got her pot and sleeping skin, her 

ulo and man's knife, the bones and her flowers. She packed them, tied a 

thong to the new caribou skin so she could drag it behind her, and lined up 

her pointer stones with a distant frost heave.   

 

   "It's time to go," she said and walked away, not looking back.   

 

   Many hours later she opened her pack, spread her skim, and took out a 

strand of smoked meat. A snow- shoe hare screamed and, recognizing the 

cry of death, Miyax picked up her club and tan off to take the rabbit from its 

killer. Rounding a clump of grass she came upon an enormous wolverine, 

the king of the Arctic weasel family. Slowly he lifted his head.   

 

   The wolverine was built low to the ground, and his powerful front feet 

were almost as big as a man's hand. Utterly fearless, he looked her in the 

face.   

 

   "Shoooo," she said and jumped at him. He left the rabbit and came toward 

her. She jumped back and raised her club. He leapt lightly to the side, 

snarled, and sauntered away. Gingerly she snatched the hare, turned, and 

Bed back to camp. The wolverine's fearlessness sent goose bumps up her 

spine. Hastily throwing the hare on the caribou skin she was dragging for 

just such a purpose, she walked on.   

 

   A tern floated past She took out her sinew, held her arm under the bird, 

and singing aloud strode toward Point Hope.   

 

   At sunset the clouds were dark and soft edged, like bears. They could 

dump a foot of snow or a sprinkle of snow. She dug a niche in the side of a 

heave with her man's knife, folded her ground skin into an envelope, and 



pushed it into the cave. With deft hands she pressed her sleeping skin into 

the envelope, then undressed. The fur nested her, and when each toe and 

finger was warm she peered solemnly out of her den. The sky darkened, the 

clouds lowered, and the wind blew like a charging buck. In less than a 

minute she could see no more than the fur around her face. The snow had 

come.   

 

   Buried in her skins like an animal in its lair, Miyax wondered about 

Amaroq and Kapu. Would they be curled in furry bells, or would they be 

running joyously through the first storm of the winter, following their noses 

to game?   

 

   When she awoke the sun was out, the sky was clear, and only a feathering 

of snow covered the tundra-just enough to make it winter. Before she had 

dressed, however, the crystals had melted-all but a few on the north sides of 

the slopes, that spoke of things to come.   

 

   Miyax pulled a snarl out of her hair with her fingers, then looked around. 

Someone was watching her. Running to the top of a low hill, she scanned the 

flatness. A dozen stout caribou, their white necks gleaming in the sunlight, 

browsed in the distance; but there was nothing else. She laughed at herself, 

went back to her camp, and ate a piece of smoked meat. Rolling her skins 

and shouldering her pack, she walked to her caribou skin to pick up the 

leads. It was empty. Someone had taken her rabbit in the night. A wolverine, 

she thought; but there was not a footstep to tell which way the thief had 

gone.   

 

   She spun around. Again she felt as if someone were watching her. Again 

there was no one; there was only a large flock of terns in the sky. Taking a 

bearing on them with her sinew and adjusting her pack, she gave the skin-

drag a yank and walked on.   

 

   All day the birds moved overhead. She walked a straight line to the ocean, 

for the pools had frozen and she could follow her compass without 

deviating.   

 

   When the eerie feeling of being watched persisted, Miyax began to wonder 

if the vast nothingness was driving her mad, as it did many gussaks. To 

occupy her mind she sang as she gathered caribou droppings and put them 

on her drag:   



 

Amaroq, wolf, my friend, 

You me my adopted father. 

My feet shall run because of you. 

My heart shall beat because of you. 

And I shall love because of you. 

 

   That evening she stopped early, built a bright fire and cooked a stew, 

adding to it a sweet-leather lichen from the tundra. While the pot simmered 

and the steam hung above it like a gray spirit, she took out a needle and 

thread and mended a hole in her old mitten.   

 

   The earth trembled. She glanced up u, see two of the largest caribou she 

had ever beheld. She could tell by the massiveness of their antlers that they 

were males, for those of the females are more slender and shorter. As the 

two ran side by side, the gleam of their headpieces told her it was the 

breeding season of the caribou. When the last fuzzy antler-coating of 

summer is rubbed off and the horns glow and shimmer, the mating season 

begins-a season of bellowing and short tempers.   

 

   Suddenly the lead bull circled and came toward the other. Both lowered 

their heads and clashed antlers with a clanging crack that sounded like a 

shot. Neither was hurt. They shook their heads and stepped back, tossed their 

antlers, and bellowed. Colliding again, they pawed the ground and then 

peace- fully -trotted away. Miyax wondered who they were fighting over, for 

not a female was to be seen. All the bravado and glamour seemed lost on the 

grass and the sky.   

 

   Nevertheless, when she had eaten she picked up her pack, tugged on her 

cumbersome drag, and moved on; for the thundering animals told her she 

was along the migration path and she did not want to camp in the middle of 

a caribou love nest.   

 

   Far from the herd, she stopped by a pond and made her bed. She was not 

sleepy, so she took out the wolf-puppy bone and, holding the ulo between 

her knees, carved a tooth in the comb.   

 

   Orange and purple shadows crept over the land as the sun went down that 

night, and Miyax crawled into her sleeping skin noting that the days were 

growing shorter. She felt restless like the birds and mammals, and in the 



middle of the night she awakened and peered out at the sky. A star twinkled 

in the half-lit dome-the first of the year! She smiled, sat up, and hugged her 

knees.   

 

   The guidepost of her ancestors, the North Star, would soon be visible and 

would point her way when the birds had all gone South.   

 

   Softly across the distance a wolf barked, then another. The first bark was 

one of inquiry, a sort of "Where are you and what are you doing')" The 

answer was a casual "I am here." The next call, however, was disquieting. 

The wolf seemed to be saying there was danger in the air. Miyax looked 

around to see what it might be. Then the wolf changed the subject and 

shifted to a joyous howl. As the others joined in she recognized the hunt 

song of her peck. Amaroq's rich tones rose and fell like a violin; then came 

the flutelike voice of Silver. Nails's voice arose, less strong than Amaroq's, 

bringing variation to the theme. Cupping her hands behind her ears, she 

listened intently. Yes, the pups were singing too, sounding very mature and 

grown up-until Kapu added his laugh-bark.   

 

   She listened for Jello to sound forth. He did not. The concert ended 

abruptly and she heard other sounds in the dimness. A lemming screamed in 

death, and a dock of migrating elder ducks called out their positions to each 

other.   

 

   Suddenly something moved. She bolted out of bed and grabbed her club. 

The grass crackled behind her and she spun around. Sedges bobbed to say it 

was only the wind.   

 

   "Ayi!" She was disgusted by her fears. She kicked a stone to change 

something, since she could not change what she was doing, as Kapugen 

advised. Feeling better, she slid back in her sleeping skin. "I guess," she said 

to herself, "that the sun's been up so long I've forgotten the sounds of the 

night." As she waited for deep she listened to the polar wind whistle, and the 

dry grasses whined like the voice of the old bent lady.   

 

   "Jello!" she screamed, sitting bolt upright. He was almost beside her, his 

teeth bared as he growled. Then he picked up her pack and ran. She jumped 

out of bed and started after him, for her very life was in that pack-food, 

needles, knives, even her boots. The wind chilled her naked body and she 

stopped to collect her wits. She must act with wisdom. She must think! Her 



clothes, where were her clothes? They, too, were gone. No, she remembered 

they were safe in the bladder bag under the caribou skin.   

 

   Quickly she pulled them out and clutched them to her chest, but they were 

of little comfort. She could go nowhere without hoots; Ma could she make 

`new ones. Her needles and ulo, the tools of survival, were all in the pack. 

Shivering, she slid into bed and cried A tear fell on the grass and froze solid.   

 

   "My tombstone."   

 

   She lay very still wondering how long it would take for life to leave her.   

 

   When she opened her eyes it was daylight and the warm yellow of the land 

gave her hope. She could eat her caribou skin if she had to. Rolling to her 

stomach, she smelled something sweet and recognized the scent of wolf 

urine. It had been dropped at the edge of her bag and was frozen but fresh. 

Someone had greeted her during the night. It could not have been Jello for 

the scent did not have the bitter odor of an angry and desolate wolf. 

Furthermore, it was sparsely given, not the dousing given to hostile objects. 

It must have been Amaroq. She sniffed again but her nose was not sensitive 

enough to read the other messages in the urine that meant "all is well." Yet 

its light and loving scent gave her a sense of security and she smiled at the 

sun, dressed, and put her mind to inventing boots.   

 

   Wrapping the drag around one foot and her sleeping skin around the other, 

she clomped awkwardly through the grass in a wider and wider circle hoping 

that Jello, having eaten her meat, would have abandoned the pack. She did 

not care about the food anymore. Her ulo and needles and matches were 

mom important to find. With them she could make shoes, hunt, and cook. 

She marveled at how valuable these simple things were, how beautiful and 

precious. With them she could make a home, a larder, a sled, and clothes. 

And the cold air was equally precious. With it she could, like her father, 

freeze leather and sinew into sleds, spears, and harpoons. She would not die 

here if she could find her ulo and needles.   

 

   As she carefully searched the ground she began to think about seal camp. 

The old Eskimos were scientists too. By using the plants, animals, and 

temperature, they had changed the harsh Arctic into a home, a feat as 

incredible as sending rockets to the moon. She smiled. The people at seal 

camp had not been as outdated and old-fashioned as she had been led to 



believe. No, on the contrary, they had been wise. They had adjusted to 

nature instead of to man-made gadgets.   

 

   "Ayi!" she gasped. On the side of a ground swell lay Jello, his body torn in 

bloody shreds, his face contorted. Beside him lay her backpack!   

 

   Instantly she knew what had happened; Amaroq had turned on him. Once 

Kapugen had told her that some wolves had tolerated a lone wolf until the 

day he stole meat from the pups. With that, the leader gave a signal and his 

pack turned, struck, and tore the lone wolf to pieces. "There is no room in 

the wolf society for an animal who cannot contribute," he had said.   

 

   Jello had been so cowed he was useless. And now he was dead.   

 

   Slowly she opened her pack. The food was gone but her needles, ulo, and 

boots were tucked in the pockets where she had put them. They were now 

more wonderful to Miyax than airplanes, ocean liners, and great wide 

bridges. As she put on her shoes she checked for her man's knife and 

matches. They were there, too. Life was hers again! Slinging her pack to her 

shoulders, she placed a stone at Jello's head and turned away.   

 

   "You've got to be a super-wolf to live," she said. "Poor Jello was not." She 

left him to the jaegers and foxes.   

 

   "Amaroq, wolf, my friend," she sang as she walked along. "Amaroq, my 

adopted father.   

 

   Reaching Point Hope seemed less important, now that she had come to 

truly understand the value of her ulo and needles. If she missed the boat she 

could live well until another year. Her voice rang out happily as she sang 

and followed the birds and her compass.   

 

   ONE EVENING AS SHE LOOKED FOR A CAMPSITE, she felt lonely. 

To amuse herself she thought of the hill where the white house stood in San 

Francisco. When it seemed almost real enough to touch, and very beautiful, 

it vanished abruptly; for the tundra was even more beautiful-a glistening 

gold, and its shadows were purple and blue. Lemon-yellow clouds sailed a 

green sky and every wind-tossed sedge was a silver thread.   

 



   "Oh," she whispered in awe, and stopped where she was to view the 

painted earth. As she dropped her pack it clanged out a frozen note, 

reminding her again that autumn was over. The season had been brief; the 

Bash of bird wings, the thunder of migrating herds. That was all. Now it was 

winter, and the top of the soil was solid. No blue sea would be lapping the 

shores of Barrow; instead the Arctic Ocean would be a roaring white 

cauldron forming icebergs that would join the land with the polar cap.   

 

   She was not afraid. Singing her Amaroq song, she gathered grass and 

rolled it into cylinders. With deft strokes she chopped a hole in the icebound 

lake, soaked the grass sticks, and laid them out in the air to freeze. Hours 

later they had snapped and crackled into ice poles. She cut the drag in two 

pieces and, pushing the poles under one piece, she erected a tent.   

 

   Inside her shelter she cut a long thread of hide and twisted it into a snare. 

A snowshoe rabbit trail ran along the lake and she set off to find the resting 

place of the one who had made it. The air was cold and she blew her breath 

into the wolverine trim of her parka hood. There it hung and warmed her 

face.   

 

   Amaroq called and she called back, not to tell him she needed food as she 

had once done, but to tell him where she was.   

 

   A lemming burst out of the grass near her foot and she spun around to look 

for its nest and young. Not finding them, she turned back in time to see a fox 

ripple like a ribbon as he pounced and sped off with the lemming. She 

grinned, made a mental note to be quicker, and walked carefully along the 

rabbit trail. Finally she came upon a concave dish in the ground -the roost. In 

it the rabbit would hide from enemies or rest when not eating. She spread her 

snare, elevated it with an ice stick, and paid out enough hide line to be out of 

the sight of the hare.   

 

   Flat on her stomach she watched the roost. Minutes turned into hours and 

the pinks and greens of sunset colored the frozen prairie. Suddenly down the 

trail, ears back, feet flying, came the rabbit. It made a sharp turn and plopped 

to a halt in its roost. Miyax yanked and caught its left hind foot. She killed it 

quickly, and ran back to camp.   

 

   The grass rustled and she turned around. "Kapu!"   

 



   He was trotting down the rabbit trail with a leg of caribou in his mouth. 

His head bucked as he fought the awkward weight of the meat.   

 

   "Kapu!" she repeated. He wagged his tail, took a better grip on his burden, 

and trotted up to her. He dropped it at her feet. With a skip and a leap she 

told him in wolf language how glad she was to see him. He replied by 

dashing around in a small circle, then in three big circles. Finally he stopped 

and wagged his tail.   

 

   "Is this for me?" she asked pointing to the leg. He spanked the ground with 

his front paw, leaped to the side, and spanked the ground again. With a grin 

she reached in her pocket, found a strip of caribou hide, and thrust it at him. 

Kapu snatched it, and with one pull not only wrested it from her, but sent her 

sprawling on her back. Tail held straight out, he streaked like a rocket across 

the lichens, turned, and came back with the hide. He shook it in front of her, 

daring her to take it away.   

 

   "You're much much too strong for me now, Kapu," she said and slowly got 

to her feet. "I can't play with you anymore." Shaking the hide, he danced, 

barked, and then ran over the tundra until he was but a speck in the distance.   

 

   Miyax laughed, and dragged the caribou leg back to her tent. She cut it up 

and built a small fire. She skinned the rabbit, saving the fur to line her new 

mitten .   

 

   As the stew cooked, the crackling cold inspired her to dance. She stepped 

forward on the vast stage at the top of the world and bowed to her immense 

audience. Curving her arms out, bending her knees, she hopped on one foot 

and beat time with the other. Then she glided and shifted her weight, 

gracefully executing a combination of steps, which the bent woman had 

danced long ago at seal camp. When she came to the refrain, however, she 

did not do the dance about evil spirits, but improvised-as Eskimos do at this 

point. She told the story of a young wolf who had brought the lost girl a 

shank of meat, and ended the performance with a Kapu-like caper. She spun 

laughing to a stop. She was warm. Her blood tingled.   

 

   "Ee-lie," she thought. "The old Eskimo customs ate not so foolish-they 

have purpose. I'm as warm as the center of a lemming's nest."   

 

   As the sky darkened, Kapu came back. He barked softly.   



 

   "I know what you want," she called, holding out a large piece of cooked 

meat. Kapu took it so gently from her fingers that she could not even feel his 

teeth. As she watched him run off into the night, her eyes lifted to the sky. 

There, twinkling in the distance, was the North Star, the permanent light that 

had guided the Eskimos for thousands of years. She sang:   

 

Bright star, still star, 

Lead me to the sea ... 

 

   Hastily, she cut -the remaining half of her caribou skin into four strips and 

a circle. Cracking open the ice on the lake, she weighted the pieces with 

stones and sent them to the bottom.   

 

   Around midnight she awoke to hear her wolves in the distance talking 

softly among themselves-probably paying tribute to Amaroq as they moved 

along the trail, she thought. Peering out of her tent she saw that the star was 

gone. A cold flake struck her nose, melted, fell into her fur, and froze. The 

wind blared, the wolves called joyously, and Miyax snuggled deep in her 

furs. Let it snow. Kapu had known it was coming and had brought food for 

her.   

 

   She slept until daybreak, saw that it was still snowing, and dozed, off and 

on, through the white, wild day as the weasels and foxes did. That night the 

sky cleared, and at dawn she crawled out of her skins. The tundra was white 

with the snow that would lock up the Arctic till June. The cold had 

deepened.   

 

   After breakfast she cracked open the lake ice again, pulled out the water-

soaked circle and laid it out on the ground. Using her man's knife, she turned 

up the edges, tied them in place, and let the cup freeze in the air. As it 

hardened she stepped into the bottom, tramped it into a bowl, and then cut 

two holes in one side. Through these she ran leather thongs and tied them 

together.   

 

   Next she took two strips of skin from the water and held them in place 

while they froze to the bottom of the bowl, in the shape of flat rockers. Then 

she stood up. Her sled was done. Working quickly, for she had only a few 

hours of daylight, she fanned tear shaped heaps out of the last two strips. 

These she laid out to freeze. When they were solid she webbed them with 



hide, made loops for her toes, and put on her snowshoes. They crackled and 

snapped, but kept her up on the drifts. Now she could travel the top of the 

snow.   

 

   She cut the rest of the caribou leg into bite-sire chunks and stored them in 

her sled. Then, adjusting her mittens in the darkness, she took a bearing on 

the North Star and started off.   

 

   Her icy sled jingled over the windswept lakes and she sang as she traveled. 

The stars grew brighter as the hours passed and the tundra began to glow, 

Ear the snow reflected each twinkle a billion times over, turning the night to 

silver. By this light she could see the footsteps of the wolves. She followed 

them, for they were going her way.   

 

   Just before sunrise the wolf prints grew closer together. They were slowing 

down for the sleep. She felt their presence everywhere, but could not see 

them. Running out on a lake, she called. Shadows Bickered on the top of a 

frost heave. There they were! She quickened her stride. She would camp 

with them and do the dance of the wolf-pup feeding-the lost girl for Kapu. 

He would surely run in circles when he saw it.   

 

   The shadows flattened as she walked, and by the time she reached the 

other shore they had turned into sky and vanished. There were no footsteps 

in the snow to say her pack had been there and she knew the Arctic dawn 

had tricked her eyes. "Frost spirits," she said, as she pitched her tent by the 

lake and crawled into bed.   

 

   By the yellow-green light of the low noon sun Miyax could see that she 

had camped on the edge of the wintering grounds of the caribou. Their many 

gleaming antlers formed a forest on the horizon. Such a herd would certainly 

attract her pack. She crawled out of bed and saw that she had pitched her 

tent in a tiny forest about three inches high.  Her heart pounded excitedly, 

for she had not seen one of these willow groves since Nunivak. She was 

making progress, for they grew, not near Barrow, but in slightly warmer and 

wetter lands near the coast. She smelled the air in the hopes that it bore the 

salty odor of the ocean, but it smelled only of the cold.   

 

   The dawn cracked and hummed and the snow was so fine that it floated 

above the ground when a breeze stirred. Not a bird passed overhead. The 

buntings, long spurs, and terns were gone from the top of the world.   



 

   A willow ptarmigan; the chicken of the tundra, clucked behind her and 

whistled softly as it hunted seeds. The Arctic Circle had been returned to its 

permanent bird resident, the hardy ptarmigan. The millions of voices of 

summer had died down to one plaintive note.   

 

   Aha, ahahahahahaha! Miyax sat up, wondering what that was. Creeping 

halfway out of her bag, she peered into the sky to see a great brown bird 

maneuver its wings and speed west.   

 

   "A skua!" She was closer to the ocean than she thought, for the skua is a 

bird of the coastal waters of the Arctic. As her eyes followed it, they came to 

rest on an oil drum, the signpost of American civilization in the North. How 

excited she would have been to see this a month ago; now she was not so 

sure. She had her ulo and needles, her sled and her tent, and the world of her 

ancestors. And she liked the simplicity of that world. It was easy to 

understand. Out here she understood how she fitted into the scheme of the 

moon and stars and the constant rise and fall of life on the earth. Even the 

snow was part of her, she melted it and drank it.   

 

   Amaroq barked. He sounded as if he was no more than a quarter of a mile 

away.   

 

   "Ow, ooo," she called. Nails answered, and then the whole pack howled 

briefly.   

 

   "I'm over here!" she shouted joyously, jumping up and down. "Here by the 

lake." She paused. "You know that. You know everything about me all the 

time."   

 

   The wind began to rise as the sun started back to the horizon. The lake 

responded with a boom that sounded like a pistol shot. The freeze was 

deepening. Miyax tit a fire and put on her pot. A warm stew would taste 

good and the smoke and flames would make the tundra home.   

 

   Presently Amaroq barked forcefully, and the pack answered. Then the 

royal voice sounded from an- other position, and Silver checked in from 

across the lake. Nails gave a warning snarl and the pups whispered in 

"woofs." Miyax shaded her eyes; her wolves were barking from points 

around a huge circle and she was in the middle. This was strange-they 



almost always stayed together. Suddenly Amaroq barked ferociously, his 

voice angry and authoritative. Silver yelped, then Nails and Kapu. They had 

something at bay.   

 

   She stepped onto the lake and skipped toward them. Halfway across she 

saw a dark head rise above the hill, and a beast with a head as large as the 

moon rose to its hind feet, massive paws swinging.   

 

   "Grizzly!" she gasped and stopped stone-still, as the huge animal rushed 

onto the ice. Amaroq and Nails leapt at its face and sprang away before the 

bear could strike. They were heading it off, trying to prevent it from 

crossing. The bear snarled, lunged forward, and galloped toward Miyax.   

 

   She ran toward her tent. The wind was in her face and she realized she was 

downwind of the bear, her scent blowing right to him. She darted off in 

another direction, for bears have poor eyesight and cannot track if they 

cannot smell. Slipping and sliding, she reached the south bank as the grizzly 

staggered for- ward, then crumpled to its knees and sat down. She wondered 

why he was not in hibernation. The wolves had been sleeping all day-they 

could not have wakened the bear. She sniffed the air to try to smell the 

cause, but only odorless ice crystals stung her nose.   

 

   The pack kept harassing the sleepy beast, barking and snarling, but with no 

intention of killing it. They were simply trying to drive it away-away from 

her, she realized.   

 

   Slowly the bear got to its feet and permitted itself to be herded up the lake 

bank and back to where it had come from. Reluctantly, blindly, it staggered 

before the wolves. Occasionally it stood up like a giant, but mostly it roared 

in the agony of sleepiness.   

 

   Yapping, barking, darting, the wolves drove the grizzly far out on the 

tundra. Finally they veered away and, breaking into a joyous gallop, dashed 

over the snow and out of sight. Their duty done, they were running-not to 

hunt, not to kill-but simply for fun.   

 

   Miyax was trembling. She had not realized the size and ferocity of the dark 

bear of the North, who is called "grizzly" inland, and "brown bear" along the 

coasts-Ursus arctos. Large ones, like the grizzly her wolves had driven 

away, weighed over a thousand pounds and stood nine feet tall when they 



reared. Miyax wiped a bead of perspiration from her fore head. Had he come 

upon her tent, with one curious sweep of his paw he would have snuffed out 

her life while she slept.   

 

   "Amaroq, Nails, Kapu," she called. "I thank you. I thank you."   

 

   As she packed to travel on, she thought about her escorts. Wolves did not 

like civilization. Where they had once dwelled all over North America they 

now lived in remote parts of Canada, in only two of the lower forty-eight 

states, and in the wilderness of Alaska. Even the road less North Slope had 

fewer wolves than it did before the gussaks erected their military bases and 

brought airplanes, snowmobiles, electricity, and jeeps to the Arctic.   

 

   As she thought about the gussaks she suddenly knew why the brown bear 

was awake. The Americans' hunting season had begun! Her wolves were in 

danger! The gussaks were paid to shoot them. A man who brought in the left 

ear of a wolf to the warden was rewarded with a bounty of fifty dollars. The 

bounty was evil to the old men at seal camp, for it encouraged killing for 

money, rather than need. Kapugen considered the bounty the gussaks' way 

of deciding that the amaroqs could not live on this earth anymore. "And no 

men have that right," he would say. "When the wolves are gone there will be 

too many caribou grazing the grass and the lemmings will starve. Without 

the lemmings the foxes and birds and weasels will die. Their passing will 

end smaller lives upon which even man depends, whether he knows it or not, 

and the top of the world will pass into silence."   

 

   Miyax was worried. The oil drum she had seen when the skua flew over 

marked the beginning of civilization and the end of the wilderness. She must 

warn her pack of the danger ahead. She had learned to say many things to 

them; but now, the most important of ah, the ear-twist or bark that would 

turn them back, she did not know.   

 

   How, she thought, do I shout, "Go away! Go far, far away!" She sang:   

 

Go away, royal wolf, 

Go away, do not follow. 

I'm a gun at your head, 

When I pass the oil drum. 

 



   Threads of clouds spun up from the earth and trailed across the tundra. 

They marked the beginning of a white-out. Miyax changed her plans to 

travel that night, crept into her shelter, and watched the air turn white as the 

snow arose from the ground and hung all around her. She closed her tent flap 

and took out her pot. In it she put a piece of fat from the bladder-bag and a 

scrap of sinew. She lit the sinew and a flame illuminated her tiny home. She 

took out the comb.   

 

   As she carved she saw that it was not a comb at all, but Amaroq. The teeth 

were his legs, the handle his head. He was waiting to be released from the 

bone. Surprised to see him, she carved carefully for hours and finally she let 

him out. His neck was arched, his head and tail were lifted. Even his ears 

had a message. "I love you," they said.   

 

   A bird called faintly in the darkness. Miyax wondered what kind it was 

and what it was doing so far north at this date. Too sleepy to think, she 

unlaced her boots, undressed, and folded her clothes. The bird called from 

the edge of her sleeping skin. Holding her candle above her head, she crept 

toward the door and peered into the bright eyes of a golden plover. He was 

young, for he wore the splotched plumage of the juvenile and still had a 

trace of baby- yellow around his beak. He slumped against her skins.   

 

   Gently she slipped her hand under his feet, picked him up, and brought 

him close to her. His black and gold feathers gleamed in the sputtering light. 

She had never beheld a plover so closely and now understood why Kapugen 

had called them "the spirit of the birds." The plover's golden eye and red 

nose band made it look lit one of the dancers in the Bladder Feast.   

 

   "You are lost," she said. "You should be far from here. Perhaps in 

Labrador. Perhaps even in your winter home on the plains of Argentina. And 

so you are dying. You need insects and meat. But I'm so glad you're here." 

Then she added, "I shall call you Tornait, the bird spirit."   

 

   She eased the bird inside her warm sleeping skin, cut off a small piece of 

caribou meat, and held it out. Tornait ate ravenously, then rested. She fed 

him once more, and then he tucked his head in his back feathers and went to 

sleep.   

 

   The following night the white-out was still so dense she could not see the 

ground when she crept out for snow to melt and drink.   



 

   "I won't go on tonight," she said to Tornait when she came inside. "But I 

do not care. I have food, light, furs, fire, and a pretty companion." That 

evening she polished her carving of Amaroq and talked to Tornait. The 

plover was incredibly tame, perhaps because he lived in the most barren 

parts of the world where there were no men, perhaps because he was lonely. 

Tornait ran over her skins, flitted to her head and shoulders, and sang when 

she sang.   

 

   On the next afternoon the white-out was but a frosty mist. Miyax was 

cooking dinner when Tornait drew his feathers to his body and stood up in 

alarm. She listened for a long time before she heard the snow scream as 

footsteps pressed it. Scrambling to the door, she saw Kapu in the mist, frost 

on his whiskers.   

 

   "Hi!" she called. He did not turn around for he was looking at something 

in the distance. Presently Amaroq swept into view and stopped beside him.   

 

   "Amaroq!" she shouted. "Amaroq, how are you?" Tossing her head in wolf 

happiness, she crawled out of her tent on all fours and nudged him under the 

chin. He arched his neck grandly. Then, with a glance at Kapu, he ran out on 

the lake. The young wolf followed, and, laughing joyously, Miyax crawled 

after them both. She had not gone far before Amaroq stopped and glared at 

her. She stayed where she was. The regal pair leaped away, snow billowing 

up from their strides like smoke.   

 

   Getting to her knees she looked for Silver, Nails, and the other pups, but 

they did not follow the pair. Miyax rocked back on her heels. Could it be 

that the leader of the pack was teaching the leader of the pups? She nodded 

slowly as she comprehended. Of course. To be a leader required not only 

fearlessness and intelligence, but experience and schooling. The head of a 

wolf pack needed to be trained, and who better to do this than Amaroq?   

 

   "And I know what you'll teach," she called out. "You'll teach him which 

animal to harvest. You'll beach him to make all decisions. You'll teach him 

how to close in on a caribou, and where to bed the wolf pack down; and 

you'll teach him to love and protect."   

 

   The white-out vanished, the stars blazed out, and San Francisco called to 

Miyax. It was time to move on. Kapu was now in school.   



 

   "But how shall I tell them not to Follow me anymore?" she asked Tornait 

as she crawled back into her tent.   

 

   "Of course!" she gasped. She had been told by Amaroq himself how to say 

"stay back" when he had wanted Kapu alone. He had walked forward, turned 

around, and glared into her eyes. She had stopped in her tracks and gone 

home. Eagerly she practiced. She ran forward, looked over her shoulder, and 

glared.   

 

   "Stay, Amaroq. Stay where you are!"   

 

   Humming to herself she took down her tent, rolled it into a bundle, and 

threw it on the new sled. Then she stuffed her pack and tucked Tornait in the 

hood of her parka. Sticking her toes in her snowshoes, she took a bearing on 

the constant star. The snow squeaked under her feet, and for the first time 

she felt the dry bite of the cold right through her parka and boots. To her this 

meant the temperature was zero the point every year when she began to feel 

chilly. Dancing and swinging her arms to get warm, she picked up the 

thongs of her sled and walked toward the sea. The sled glided lightly behind 

her.   

 

   She did not hear the airplane; she saw it. The low sun of noon struck its 

aluminum body and it sparkled like a star in the sky. It was a small plane, 

the type bush pilots use to carry people over the road less tundra and across 

the rugged mountains of Alaska where cars cannot go. Presently is sound 

reached her ears and the throb of the engines reminded her that this was the 

beginning of the season when bush pilots took the gussaks out to hunt. The 

craft tipped its wings and zigzagged across the sky. When it continued to zag 

she realized the pilot was following a meandering river where game 

wintered. A river, she thought; rivets led to the sea. I am nearing the end of 

my journey; Point Hope might be but one sleep away. She quickened her 

pace.   

 

   The airplane banked, turned, and came toward her. It seemed as big as an 

eagle as it skimmed low over the ground. Bright hashes of fire burst from its 

side.   

 

   "They are hunting," she said to Tornait. "Let's get in the oil drum. I look 

like a bear in these clothes."   



 

   Just before she reached the drum she crossed the footsteps of Amaroq and 

Kapu. They had passed this way only moments ago, for the snow crystals 

their warm feet had melted were not yet frozen again. The plane continued 

to come toward her. Apparently she had been seen. She kicked snow over 

her sled and pack and crawled to the front of the barrel. It was sealed. She 

could not get inside. Scurrying to the other end she found that it, too, was 

closed. Desperately she threw herself under the curve of the drum and lay 

still. Much of her was still exposed. Flailing her hands and feet, she stirred 

up the light snow. It arose like a cloud and settled upon her as the plane 

soared above.   

 

   Shots rang out. The plane roared away and Miyax opened her eyes. She 

was still alive and the air hunters were over the river. The plane banked and 

flew back, this time very low. Tornait struggled. "Be still," she said. The 

gunfire snapped again and, eyes wide open, she saw that it was not aimed at 

her.   

 

   "Amaroq!" Horrified, she watched him leap into the air as a splatter of 

shots burst beside him. Digging in his claws, he veered to the right and left 

as Kapu ran to join him. Teeth bared, angrily growling, Amaroq told him to 

go. Kapu sped off. The plane hesitated, then pursued Amaroq.   

 

   Shots hit the snow in front of him. He reared and turned.   

 

   "Amaroq!" she screamed. "Here! Come here!"   

 

   The plane swerved dove, and skimmed about thirty feet above the ground.  

Its guns blasted. Amaroq stumbled, pressed back his ears, and galloped 

across the tundra like a shooting star. Then he reared, and dropped on the 

snow.   

 

   He was dead.   

 

   "For a bounty," she screamed. "For money, the magnificent Amaroq is 

dead!" Her throat constricted with grief, and sobs choked her.   

 

   The plane banked and came back. Kapu was running to Amaroq. His ears 

were pressed to his head and his legs moved so swiftly they were a blur. 

Bullets showered the snow around him. He leaped, dodged, and headed for 



the oil drum. His wide eyes and open mouth told Miyax he was afraid for the 

first time in his life. Blindly he ran, and as he came by she reached out and 

tripped him. He sprawled across the snow and lay still. While the plane 

roasted off to make another turn, she covered Kapu with Bakes.   

 

   The snow turned red with blood from his shoulder. Miyax rolled under the 

barrel.   

 

   The air exploded and she stared up into the belly of the plane. Bolts, doors, 

wheels, red, white, silver, and black, the plane Bashed before her eyes. In 

that instant she saw great cities, bridges, radios, school books. She saw the 

pink room, long highways, TV sets, telephones, and electric lights.  Black 

exhaust enveloped her, and civilization became this monster that snarled 

across the sky.   

 

   The plane shrank before her eyes, then turned and grew big again. Tornait 

flew to the top of the barrel, screaming his alarm cry and beating his wings.   

 

   Kapu tried to get up.   

 

   "Don't move," Miyax whispered. "They're coming for Amaroq." Knowing 

Kapu did not understand, she reached out and softly stroked him, singing: 

"Lie still. Lie still." She watched him slump back in the snow without a 

sound.   

 

   The plane returned at so low a level she could see the men in the cockpit, 

their coat collars pulled up around their necks, their crash helmets and 

goggles gleaming. They were laughing and watching the ground. 

Desperately Miyax thought about Silver, Nails, and the pups. Where were 

they? They must be clear targets on the white snow. Maybe not-they were 

light in color, not black.   

 

   Suddenly the engine accelerated the wing flaps pressed down, and the craft 

climbed, banked, and sailed down the river like a migrating bird. It did not 

turn around.   

 

   Miyax buried her fingers in Kapu's fur. "They did not even stop to get 

him!" she cried. "They did not even kill him for money. I don't understand. I 

don't understand. Ta vun ga vun ga," she cried. "Pisupa gasu punga." She 

spoke of her sadness in Eskimo, for she could not recall any English.   



 

   Kapu's blood spread like fish ripples on the snow. She wriggled to him and 

clamped her thumb on the vein chat was gushing: She held the pressure-a 

minute, an hour-she did not know how long. Then Tornait called hungrily. 

Cautiously she lifted her hand. The bleeding had stopped.   

 

   "Ta gasu," she said to Kapu. She brushed the snow off her sled and took 

out her poles. She set up her tent beside the barrel, banked the snow around 

the bottom to seal out the wind, and spread her ground cloth under it. When 

she tried to push Kapu into the shelter she found him too heavy. He lifted his 

head, then dropped it wearily. Miyax decided to build the tent around him. 

She took everything down and started all over again.   

 

   This time she eased the ground skin under him inch by inch until he lay on 

the fur. Then she kicked the oil drum to free it from the ice, rolled it close to 

him, and erected her tent against it. She sealed the gaps with snow.   

 

   The drum was old, for it had different markings than those around Barrow, 

but like them, it was barely rusted. The frigid winters and the dry desert- like 

conditions of the tundra prevent metals, papers, garbage, and refuse from 

deteriorating as it does in warmer zones. In the Arctic, all artifacts are 

preserved for ages. Even throwing them into the oceans does not work a 

change, for the water freezes around them, and as icebergs they come back 

on the shores. The summer sun unveils them again.   

 

   Miyax melted snow, cut off meat for Tornait, and fed him. He flew down 

from the barrel and ran into the tent. Hopping onto her furry sleeping skin, 

he puffed his feathers, stood on one foot, and went to deep.   

 

   With the stew bubbling, Kapu resting, and Tornait asleep, Miyax dared to 

think of Amaroq. She would go and bid him good-bye. She tried to get up, 

but she could not move. Grief held bet in a vise like clamp.   

 

   About an hour later Kapu lifted his head, rolled his eyes around the cozy 

interior of the tent, and accepted chunks of stew. Miyax petted his head and 

told him in Eskimo to lie still while she looked at his wound. It was long and 

deep and she knew it must be sewn together.   

 

   Taking a piece of sinew from the ground skin, she threaded it into her 

needle and pierced the soft flesh. Kapu growled. "Xo lur pajau, sexo," she 



sang soothingly. "Lupir  pujau se suri vanga pangmane majo riva 

pangmane. Monotonously repeating over and over the healing song of the 

old bent lady, she hypnotized Kapu as she closed the wound. The 

perspiration was running dawn her cheeks when she was done, but she was 

able to tell him that he would get well and return to lead their pack.   

 

   The sun set in a navy blue sky, and the stars sparkled on and off as they 

spoke of their vast distances from the earth. About midnight the inside of the 

tent began to glow green and Kapu's eyes shone like emeralds. Miyax peered 

out the flap door. Fountains of green fire rose from the earth and shot to the 

top of the black velvet sky. Red and white lights sprayed out of the green. 

The northern lights were dancing. The lakes boomed, and Nails howled 

mourn- fully beyond the tent.   

 

   Miyax howled back to tell him where she was. Then Silver barked and the 

pups called, too. Each voice sounded closer than the last; the pack was 

coming toward the oil drum as they searched for Amaroq and Kapu.   

 

   Miyax stepped into the light of the aurora. It was time to bid Amaroq 

farewell. She tried to go forward but her feet would not move. Grief still 

held them useless. Clutching her left knee in both hands, she lifted her foot 

and put it down; then she lifted the other and put it down, slowly making her 

way across the turquoise snow.   

 

   Amaroq lay where he had fallen, his fur shining in the strange magnetic 

light. "Amaroq ..." She took her carving from her pocket, and got down on 

her knees. Singing softly in Eskimo, she told him she had no bladder for his 

spirit to dwell in, but that she had his totem. She asked him to enter the 

totem and be with her forever.   

 

   For a long time she held the carving over his body. Presently, the pain in 

her breast grew lighter and she knew the wolf was with her.   

 

   The stars had slipped down the sky when at last she stood up and walked 

swiftly back to Kapu.   

 

   All night Miyax sat beside him and listened to Silver, Nails, and the pups.   

 

   "Ow ow ow ow owwwwwww," they cried in a tone she had never heard 

before, and she knew they were crying for Amaroq.   



 

   THE SUN WENT DOWN ON NOVEMBER TENTH NOT TO arise 

again for sixty-six days. In the darkness Kapu got up to exercise by walking 

out on the tundra and back. Tornait was not so comfortable in the continuous 

night. He slept in Miyax's furs most of the time, waiting for the dawn. When 

it did not come, hunger awoke him; he ran from his roost to Miyax, pecked 

on her boot, and fluttered his wings for food. Then the darkness would say to 

him "sleep," and he would run back to his roost, pull his foot into his breast 

feathers, and close his eyes.   

 

   For her part, Miyax found the clear nights quite manageable. She could 

hunt caribou chips by star and moonlight, cook outside, and even sew. When 

the sky was overcast, however, the tundra was black and she would stay 

inside, light her candle, and talk to Kapu and Tornait.   

 

   At these times she began to shape the antler- weapon into a more elaborate 

design. As she worked she saw five puppies in it. Carefully she carved out 

their ears and toes until they were running in single file, Kapu in the lead.  

She grew tired, took out Amaroq's totem, and thought about his life and 

brave spirit.   

 

   "The pink room is red with your blood," she said. "I cannot go there. But 

where can I go? Not back to Barrow and Daniel. Not back to Nunivak and 

Martha...and you cannot take care of me anymore.   

 

   Snowstorms came and went; the wind blew con- scantly. One starry night 

Miyax heard a whimper and opened the tent flap to see Silver at the door. 

She had a large hare in her mouth, and although Miyax was glad for food, 

she was distressed to realize that her pack was not eating well. Disorganized 

without Amaroq, they were forced to hunt rabbits and small game. These 

would not sustain them. Miyax reached out, petted Silver on the shoulder, 

and felt her bony back. Without a leader the pack would not live through the 

winter.   

 

   Silver nudged her hand, Miyax opened the gap wider, and the beautiful 

wolf came in. She dropped the rabbit and walked over to Kapu. He got to his 

feet, and arching his neck, lifted his head above hen. She greeted him, 

wagging her tail excitedly. Then she tried to bite the top of his nose to tell 

him she was the leader, but Kapu drew up tail. Gently he took her nose in his 

mouth. She bit him under the chin, hailing the new chief.   



 

   Kapu pushed past her and slipped out of the tent. Silver followed the 

prince of the wolves.   

 

   In the darkness he sang of his leadership, but, too weak to run, turned 

wearily back to the tent.   

 

   A new grandeur attended his movements as he came through the door and 

Miyax squeezed his chin. He lay down and watched her skin the rabbit.   

 

   She gave him the fresh and went out to hunt lemmings for herself. Since 

the end of summer die little rodents had doubled, tripled, even quadrupled 

their numbers. By following their runways she found seven nests and caught 

eighty furred young. She skinned and cooked them, and found them 

delicious. The next night Silver brought her the side of a moose. She had not 

killed it, for it was old and frozen. Miyax knew she had been down to the 

river. No moose wandered the tundra.   

 

   Several sleeps later Kapu ran over the snow without stumbling and Miyax 

decided it was time to move to the river. Game would be more abundant in 

the dwarf willows and aspens that bordered the waterways. There rabbits 

and ptarmigan gathered to eat seeds out of the wind, and moose wintered on 

the twigs of the willows. Perhaps Silver and Nails would find a sick yearling 

and with help from the pups be able to kill it. Life would be kinder there.   

 

   She packed, put Tornait in her parka hood and, picking up her sled ropes, 

set off once more. Kapu limped as he walked beside her, but less and less as 

they plodded along. The exercise seemed to help him and by the end of the 

night he was running fifty steps to her one. Often he took her hand and 

mouthed it affectionately.   

 

   The river would not be hard to find, for she had marked its position by the 

faithful North Star and so, hours later, as the constellation of the hunter 

moved to the other side of her, she reached the brushy bank. In the distance 

loomed the massive wall of the Brooks Range, the treeless mountains that 

rimmed the North Slope on the south. Her journey was coming to an end. 

The rivers that flow out of the Brooks Range are close to the sea.   

 

   After making camp Miyax and Kapu went out to snare ptarmigan and 

rabbits. Silva called from a short distance away and they answered her.   



 

   Hours later when Miyax crawled into her sleeping skin the wolves were so 

near that she could hear the pups scratching the snow as they made their 

beds.   

 

   As she had anticipated, the hunting was excellent, and upon checking her 

snares the next day she found three rabbits and two ptarmigan. For several 

days she was busy skinning and cooking.   

 

   One night while Miyax sewed a new boot, Kapu licked her ear and trotted 

ad. When he did not come back by the time de moon had swung all the way 

around her tent and was beck again, a whole day, she was out to look for 

him. The snow glowed blue and green and the constellations glittered, not 

only in the sky, but on the ice in the river and on the snow an the bushes and 

trees. There was, however, no sign of Kapu. She was about to go to bed 

when the horizon quivered and she saw her pack running the bank. Kapu 

was in the lead. She crawled into her tent and awakened Tornait.   

 

   "Kapu's leading the hunt. All's well," she said. "And now we must leave 

them."   

 

   At dawn she hastily took down her tent, hoisted her pack to her back, and 

stepped onto the frozen river where walking was easier. Many miles along 

her way she came-upon wolverine tracks and followed them up to a den. 

There, as she suspected, lay several rabbits and ptarmigan. She loaded them 

on her sled and returned to the river, listening to Tornait peep soft plover 

songs in the warmth of her parka hood. She kissed his beak gently. They 

were helping each other. She kept him warm and fed him and he radiated 

heat in her hood. But more important, his whisperings kept her from being 

totally and hopelessly lonely without Kapu and her wolf pack.   

 

   With every mile she traveled now, the oil drums became more and more 

numerous and the tracks of the wolverine more and more scarce. Like the 

wolf, the wolverine is an animal of the wilderness, and when Miyax saw no 

more tracks she knew she was approaching man. One night she counted fifty 

drums on a spit in the river, and there she made camp. She must stop and 

think about what she wanted to do.   

 



   When she thought of San Francisco, she thought about the airplane and the 

fire and Mood and the flashes and death. When she took out her needle and 

sewed, she thought about peace and Amaroq.   

 

   She knew what she had to do. Live like an Eskimo -hunt and carve and be 

with Tornait   

 

   The next day she took out her man's knife and cut blocks of snow. These 

she stacked and shaped into a house that was generously large. If she was 

going to live as the Eskimos once lived, she needed a home, not just a camp.   

 

   When her ice house was completed and ha skins were spread over the 

door, she sat down and took out the totem of Amaroq. Her fingers had 

rubbed him to a soft glow in her pocket and he looked rich and regal, placing 

him over her door, she blew him a kiss, and as she did so, happiness welled 

up in her. She knew he was taking cam of her spirit.   

 

   Time passed, fountains of the magnetic northern lights came and went, and 

the moon waxed and waned many times. Miyax found her life very 

satisfying. She became an expert at catching small game and she took great 

pleasure in carving. When she had finished the carving of the puppies, she 

found a stone by the river and began chipping it into an owl. Always she 

listened for her pack, but they did not call. She was both glad and miserable.   

 

   Miyax was not without things to do. When she was not hunting, or 

carving, she danced, sewed, chopped wood or made candles. Sometimes she 

tried to spell Eskimo words with the English alphabet. Such beautiful words 

must be preserved forever.   

 

   One night she began a tiny coat of ptarmigan fathers for Tornait. He had 

been shivering lately, even in her parka hood, and she was concerned about 

him. She stitched the plumes to a paper-thin rabbit hide and fashioned a 

bird-like coat.   

 

   On the moonrise when the coat was finished and she was trying to slip it 

on Tornait, she heard in the distance the crackle of feet on the ice. The sound 

grew louder and she poked her head into the night to see a man on the river 

running beside his sled and team of dogs. Her heart leaped-an Eskimo 

hunter, one of her own pack, truly. Rushing onto the river ice she waited 

until the sled drew close.   



 

   "Ayi!" she called:   

 

   "Ayi!" a voice answered, and within minutes the hunter pulled the sled up 

beside her and greeted her warmly. Nestled in the furs was the man's woman 

and child. Their eyes glistened softly in the moon- light.   

 

   Miyax's voice was hoarse from disuse, but she managed to greet them 

happily in Eskimo and invite them into her house for a sleep. The woman 

was glad to stop, she told Miyax in the Upick dialect, as she climbed from 

the sled. They had not rested since they had left Kangik, a town on Kuk Bay 

at the mouth of the Avalik River, the river they were on.   

 

   At last Miyax knew where she was. Kangik was inland from Wainwright 

and still many sleeps from Point Barrow. But she no longer cared.   

 

   "I'm Roland," the man said in English as he unloaded his sleeping skins on 

the floor of the igloo and spread them out. "Are you alone!"   

 

   Miyax smiled at him as if she did not understand and put a twisted spruce 

log on the fire. When it blazed and man and woman were warming their 

backs, Roland asked her again, but this time in Upick, her own beautiful 

tongue. She answered that she was.   

 

   "I'm Alice," the pretty mother said. Miyax gestured hopelessly. "Uma," the 

woman said, pointing to herself "Atik," she said, pointing to the man and, 

lifting the baby above her head, called him Sorqaq. Miyax found the names 

so nice that, as she took her cooking pot from the fire to offer her guests hot 

ptarmigan, she hummed and sang. Then she went to her sleeping skin, 

picked up Tornait, and held him before Sorqaq, who was now on his 

mother's back in her kuspuck. He peeked over her shoulder, laughed at the 

bird, kicked, and disappeared. In his excitement he had lost his knee grip and 

had dropped to his mother's belt. Miyax laughed aloud. Uma giggled and 

gave him a boost; his round face reappeared and he reached for the bird.   

 

   Miyax suddenly wanted to talk. Speaking rapidly in Eskimo, she told her 

guests about the river, the game, the fuel, and the stars-but not about the 

wolves or her past. They listened and smiled.   

 



   When dinner was over Atik talked slowly and softly, and Miyax learned 

that Kangik was an Eskimo village with an airport and a mission school. A 

generator had been built, and electricity lighted the houses in winter. A few 

men even owned snow- mobiles there. Atik was proud of his town.   

 

   Before going to bed he went out to feed the dogs. Then Uma talked. She 

said they were headed for the mountains to hunt caribou. When Atik 

returned, Miyax told him he did not need to go to the mountains-that a large 

herd was yarded not far up the river. She drew a map on the floor and 

showed him where the wintering grounds of the caribou lay. He was happy 

to learn this, he said, for the Breaks Range was treacherous in winter; whole 

mountain sides avalanched, and storms brewed up in mere minutes.   

 

   Uma nursed the baby, tucked him into their furs, and softly sang him to 

sleep as the fire began to die down. Presently her head nodded, and she 

slipped into bed, where Atik joined her.   

 

   Miyax alone was awake, visions of Kangik filling her head. She would go 

there and be useful. Perhaps she would teach children how to snare rabbits, 

make parkas, and carve; or she might live with some family that needed her 

help. She might even work in the store. In Kangik she would live as her 

ancestors had, in rhythm with the animals and the climate. She would stay 

far away from San Francisco, where men were taught to kill without reason. 

She did not fall asleep for hours.   

 

   Tornait awoke fuse and called softly. Miyax dressed, cut off a piece of 

meat, and held it out to him. He snatched the food and swallowed it noisily. 

That awoke the baby and the baby awoke Uma, who reached out, took him 

to her breast, and rocked him as she lay in the furry warmth of her skins. It 

was almost zero in the house and she did not hurry to get up.   

 

   Atik awoke, yawned, and roared, "I'm hungry. Uma laughed and Miyax 

put the pot on the fire. Atik dressed, went out to his sled, and brought back 

bacon, bread, beans, and butter. Miyax had forgotten there were such good 

things and her mouth fairly watered as she smelled them cooking. At first 

she refused the food when Uma offered it, but seeing how disappointed she 

was she accepted the bacon and sucked on it quietly, remembering with pain 

the tastes of Barrow.   

 



   After breakfast Atik went out to harness the dogs, Miyax cleaned up, and 

Uma played with her baby. As she tossed him she chatted happily about her 

love for Atik and how excited she had been when he decided to take her on 

the hunt. Most Eskimo wives were left home these days; with the advent of 

gussak frozen foods, cooks were no longer needed for the hunt And the 

women never tanned hides anymore; all skins for the tourist trade must go to 

Seattle to be tanned correctly for the temperate climates where most were 

shipped.   

 

   Uma rambled on. Atik had been raised in Anchorage and knew very little 

about hunting, for his father had been a mechanic. But he had died, and Atik 

was sent to live with his grandfather in Kangik. He had become enamored of 

hunting and fishing and became so skilled that when his grandfather died he 

was adopted by the greatest of all living Eskimo hunters.   

 

   "Kapugen taught Atik where the was live and how to smell a caribou trail."   

 

   Miyax stopped cleaning her pot. Her blood raced hot, then cold. Turning 

slowly around she stared at Uma.   

 

   "Where was this Kapugen born?" she asked in Eskimo.   

 

   "He have never said. He paddled up the river one day, beached his kayak, 

and built a house where he landed. All I know is that he came out of the 

Bering Sea. But he was wealthy in the Eskimo sense-intelligent, fearless, full 

of love-and he soon became a leader of Kangik."   

 

   Miyax did not take her eyes off Uma's lips as they formed soft words of 

Kapugen. "U i ya Kangik~" she asked.   

 

   "Yes, but not in the center of town where the rich men live. Although 

Kapugen is also rich, he lives in a simple green house on the riverbank. It is 

upstream, beside the wilderness, where the people he loves feel free to visit."   

 

   Trembling with eagerness, Miyax asked Uma to tell her more about 

Kapugen, and Uma, spilling over with enthusiasm, told how the town and its 

people had grown poor and hungry several years ago. The walrus had all but 

vanished from the coast; the gray whales were rare, and the seas were few 

and far between. The Bureau of Indian Affairs put most everyone on 

pensions, and so they drank and forgot all they knew. Then Kapugen arrived. 



He was full of pride and held his head high. He went out into the wilderness 

and came back with musk-oxen. These he bred and raised. The men helped 

him; the women made the fur into thread and then into mittens and beautiful 

sweaters and scarves. These were sold to the gussaks who paid high prices 

for them, and within a few years the people of Kangik became independent 

and prosperous.   

 

   "But there is still a need for caribou and wolverine furs for clothing and 

aim," she said, "so Kapugen and Atik go hunting every winter to supply the 

town.   

 

   "Kapugen did not come this year," she went on. "He let me come instead." 

She smiled, slipped her baby into her kuspuck, tightened her belt, and stood 

up. "Kapugen is wise and strong.   

 

   Miyax turned her back to Uma. She must not see the quivering of her body 

at every mention of her father's name. He had been dead to her, for so long 

that she was almost frightened by the knowledge that he lived. Yet she loved 

each cold chill that told her it was true.   

 

   Outside the dogs began fighting over their rations, and Atik's whip cracked 

like a gunshot. Miyax shivered at the sound. She thought of Amaroq and 

tears welled in her eyes but did not fall, for she was also thinking about 

Kapugen. She must find him. He would save the wolves just a he had saved 

the people of Kangik.   

 

   "Amaroq, Amaroq," she sang as she fluffed up her furs. Uma turned to her 

in surprise.   

 

   "You are happy after all," she said in Eskimo. "I thought perhaps this was 

the beginning of your periods and that your family had sent you to a hut to 

be alone. The old grandmother who raised me did that, and I was miserable 

and so unhappy, because no are does that anymore."   

 

   Miyax shook her head. "I am not yet a woman."   

 

   Uma did not inquire further, but hugged her. Then she put her baby in her 

kuspuck and crept out the door to join Atik in the starlit darkness. It was day 

and the constellations of the Southern Hemisphere were shining overhead. 

The dogs were biting their harnesses and fighting each other, and Atik was 



trying to make them hold still. Suddenly they lunged in all directions and the 

sled was moving. Atik picked up Uma and the baby, put them on the sled 

and, calling his grateful thanks to Miyax, took off.   

 

   She waved until they were lost in the darkness, then rushed into her how, 

rolled up her sleeping skins, and loaded her sled. She hoisted her pack to her 

back and picked up Tornait. Carefully she slipped the feather coat around his 

breast and, leaving his wings free, tied the little coat on his hack. He looked 

silly. She laughed, rubbed her nose against his beak, and tucked him into the 

hood of her parka.   

 

   "Amna a-ya, a-ya amna," she sang as she slid to the river, put on her 

snowshoes, and strode down the snapping ice bed.   

 

   She had gone about a mile when she heard Kapu bark. She knew it was he. 

His voice was unmistakable. Terrified, she turned around.   

 

   "Stay! Stay!" she screamed. The wind picked up her words and blew them 

down the river. Kapu ran up to her, followed by Nails and the pups. All were 

yipping authoritatively as they told her to join them.   

 

   "I cannot," she cried. "My own Amaroq lives. I must go to him!"   

 

   She walked forward a few steps, and turned and glared as the wolf leader 

had done. For a moment they hesitated, as if not believing her message. 

Then they dashed away and ran up the river. They called from the bank, and 

then they were gone.   

 

   Miyax had spoken her last words to her wolves.   

 

   She thought of Kapugen and hurried on. What would she say to him? 

Would they rub noses when they met! Surely he would hug his favorite child 

and let her enter his house, tan his hides, sew his clothes, cook his food. 

There was so much she could do for this great hunter now; prepare caribou, 

catch rabbits, pluck birds, and even make-tools with water and the freezing 

air. She would be very useful to him and they would live as they were meant 

to live-with the cold and the birds and the beasts.   

 



   She tried to recall Kapugen's face-his dark eyes and the brews that drooped 

kindly. Would his cheeks still be strong and creased by laughter? Would he 

still have long hair and stand tall?   

 

   A green fountain of magnetic light shot up into the sky, is edges rimmed 

with sparks. The air crackled, the river groaned, and Miyax pointed her 

boots toward Kapugen. SHE COULD SEE THE VILLAGE OF KANGIK 

LONG before she got to it. Its lights twinkled in the winter night on. the first 

bench of the river near the sea. When she could make out windows and the 

dark outlines of houses, she pulled her sled to the second Bench above the 

river and stopped. She needed to think before meeting Kapugen.   

 

   She pitched her tent and spread out her sleeping skins. Lying on her 

stomach, she peered down on the town. It consisted of about fifty wooden 

houses. A few were large, but all had the same rectangular design with 

peaked roof. Kangik was so snowy she could not see if them was trash in the 

streets, but even if them had been she would not have cared. Kapugen's 

home had to be beautiful.   

 

   The village had one crossroad, where the church and mission stood. On 

either side of them were the stores, which Miyax recognized by the many 

people who wandered in and out. She listened. Dog teams barked from both 

ends of town, and although she knew there were snowmobiles, the village 

was essentially a sled dog town-an old-fashioned Eskimo settlement. That 

pleased her.   

 

   Her eyes roamed the street. A few children were out romping in the snow 

and she guessed that it was about ten o'clock in the morning-the time 

Eskimo children were sent out to play. By that hour their mothers had 

completed their morning chores, and had time to dress the little ones and 

send them outside, cold as it was.   

 

   Below the town, she could see the musk-oxen Uma had spoken about. 

They were circled together near the gate of their enclosure, heads facing out 

to protect themselves from wolves and bears Her heart thrilled to see these 

wondrous oxen of the north. She could help Kapugen take care of the herd.   

 

   Two children bunt out of a house, put a board across a barrel like a seesaw, 

and took their positions · standing on either end of the hoard. They began 

jumping, sending each other higher and higher, and coming down on the 



board with incredible accuracy. Miyax had seen this game in Barrow, and 

she watched the flying figures with fascination. Then she slowly lifted her 

eyes and concentrated on the houses.   

 

   There were two green houses near the wilderness. She was debating which 

one was Kapugen's when the door opened in the smaller one and three 

children tumbled out. She decided he must live in the other one-with the 

windows, the annex, and two wooden beets in the yard.   

 

   A woman came out of Kapugen's house and hurried across the snow.   

 

   "Of course," Miyax thought. "He has married. He has someone to sew and 

cook for him. But I can still help him with the oxen.   

 

   The woman passed the church and stopped at the minion door. She was 

engulfed in light for an instant, then the door closed behind her. Miyax 

arose. It was time to seek out her father. He would be alone.   

 

   Her feet skimmed the snow as she ran down the hill end across the road, 

where the children were hitching a dog to a sled. They giggled, and Tornait 

answered their high birdlike voices from inside her hood.   

 

   As Miyax neared the green house she cook Tornait in her hand and ran 

right up to the door. She knocked.   

 

   Footsteps sounded from a far corner of the house.  The door opened and 

that stood Kapugen. He was just as she remembered him-rugged, but with 

dark gentle eyes. Not a word came to her mind. Not even his name or a 

greeting. She was too moved by the sight of him to speak. Then Tornait 

peeped. She held him out.   

 

   "I have a present for you," she said at last in Eskimo. The feather coat 

rustled and Tornait's amber head pulled into the covering like a turtle.   

 

   "What is it?" Kapugen's voice was resonant and warm and seemed to come 

from the seashore at Nunivak where the birds sang and the sea was framed 

with the fur of his parka, "Come in. I've never seen such a bird." He spoke 

English and she smiled and shook her head. He repeated his invitation in 

Upick. Miyax stepped across the threshold and into his home.   

 



   The big room was warm and smelled of skins and fat. Harpoons hung on 

the wall, and under the window was a long couch of furs. The kayak hung 

from the ceiling, and a little stove glowed in the center of the mom. 

Kapugen's house in Kangik looked just like Kapugen's house in seal camp. 

She was home!   

 

   Tornait hopped to the floor, his feather coat blooming behind him like a 

courting ptarmigan. He got under a fur.   

 

   "He wears a coat!" Kapugen laughed and got down on his knees to peer at 

the bird.   

 

   "Ya," Miyax said. "He is the spirit of the birds. He is a golden plover."   

 

   "A golden plover, the spirit of the birds? Where did you hear that?" 

Kapugen arose and pushed back her parka hood.   

 

   "Who are you?"   

 

   "Julie Edwards Miyax Kapugen." The great frost-blackened hands ran 

softly over her face.   

 

   "Ee-lie," he whispered. "Yes, you are she. You are beautiful like your 

mother. He opened his arms. She ran into them and for a longtime he held 

her tightly.   

 

   "When they sent you to school, he said softly, "Nunivak was too much to 

bear. I left and began a new life. Last year when at last I was rich I went 

beck to get you. You were gone" His fingers touched her halt and he hugged 

her once more.   

 

   The door opened and the woman came in. "Who have we here?" she asked 

in English.   

 

   Miyax raw that her face was pale and her hair was reddish gold. A chill 

spread over her. What had Kapugen done? What had happened to him that 

he would marry a gussak? What was his new life?   

 

   Kapugen and his woman talked-she loudly, Kapugen quietly. Miyax's eyes 

went around the room again. This time she saw not just the furs and the 



kayak, but electric lamps, a radio-phonograph, cotton curtains and, through 

the door to the annex, the edge of an electric stave, a coffee pot, and china 

dishes. There were bookshelves and a framed picture on the wall of some 

American country garden. Then she saw a helmet and goggles on a chair. 

Miyax stared at them until Kapugen noticed her.   

 

   "Aw, that," he said. "I now own an airplane, Miyax. It's the only way to 

hunt today. The seals are scarce and the whales are almost gone; but 

sportsmen can still hunt from planes."   

 

   Miyax heard no mote. It could not be, it could not be. She would not let it 

be. She instantly buried what she was thinking in the shadows of her mind. 

"Miyax," the wife said in bed Upick, "I teach in the school here. We shall 

enroll you tomorrow. You can learn to read and write English. It's very 

difficult to live even in this Eskimo town without knowing English.   

 

   Miyax looked at Kapugen. "I am on my way to San Francisco," she said 

softly in Upick. "The gussaks in Wainwright have arranged transportation 

for me. I shall go tomorrow.   

 

   A telephone rang. Kapugen answered it and jotted down a note.   

 

   "I'll be right back," he said to Miyax. "I'll be right back. Then we'll talk." 

He hugged her. Miyax stiffened and looked at the helmet.   

 

   "Ellen, fix her some food," he called as he put on his coat, a long 

American-made Arctic field jacket He zipped it with a flourish and went out 

the dear. Ellen went into the kitchen and Miyax was alone.   

 

   Slowly she picked up Tornait, put on her sea skin parka, and placed the 

little bird in her hood. Then she snapped on the radio, and as it crackled, 

whined, and picked up music, she opened the door and softly closed it 

behind her. Kapugen, after all, was dead to her.    

 

   On the second bench of the river above town she found her tent and pack, 

threw them onto her sled and, bending forward, hauled on it. She walked on 

up the river toward her house. She was an Eskimo, and as an Eskimo she 

must live. The hour of the lemming was upon the land, cycling slowly 

toward t& hour of Miyax. She would build snow houses in winter, a sad 

house in summer. She would carve and sew and trap. And someday there 



would be a boy like herself. They would raise children, who would live with 

the rhythm of the beasts and the land.   

 

   "The seals are scarce and the whales are almost gone?" she heard Kapugen 

say. "When are you coming to live with us in San Francisco?" called Amy.   

 

   Miyax walked backward, watching the river valley. When the last light of 

Kangik disappeared, the stars lit the snow and the cold deepened far below 

zero. The ice thundered and boomed, roaring like drumbeats across the 

Arctic.   

 

   Tornait peeped. Miyax turned her head, touched  him with ha chin, and felt 

his limpness. She stopped walking and lifted him into the cold.   

 

   "Tornait. What is wrong with you! Are you sick?" Swiftly opening her 

pack, she took out some meat, chewed it to thaw it, and gave it to the bird. 

He refused to eat. She put him inside her parka and pitched her tent out of 

the wind. When she had banked it with snow, she lit a small fire. The tent 

glowed, then warmed. Tornait lay in her hands, his head on her fingers; he 

peeped softly and closed his eyes.   

 

   Many hours later she hurled him in the snow. The totem of Amaroq was in 

her pocket. Her fingers ran over it but she did not take it out. She sang to the 

spirit of Amaroq in her best English:    

 

The seals me scarce and the whales are almost gone.  

The spirits of the animals are passing away.  

Amaroq, Amaroq, you are my adopted father.  

My feet dance because of you.  

My eyes see because of you.  

My mind thinks because of you. And it thinks,  

on this thundering night,  

That the hour of the wolf and the Eskimo is over. 

 

   Julie pointed her boots toward Kapugen.   

 

end 

 

 

 



Julie of the Wolves 

 

Winner of the Newbery Medal 

 

   Alone and lost--on the North Slope of Alaska Miyax rebels against a home 

situation she finds intolerable. She runs away toward San Francisco, toward 

her pen pal, who calls her Julie. But soon Miyax is lost in the Alaskan 

wilderness, without food, without even a compass. Slowly she is accepted by 

a pack of Arctic wolves, and she comes to love them as if they were her 

brothers. With their help, and drawing on her father's training, she struggles 

day by day to survive. In the process, she is forced to rethink her past, and to 

define for herself the traditional riches of Eskimo life: intelligence, 

fearlessness, and love.     

 

 


